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INTRODUCTION 
Judging from merely external considerations, the Books Contra 
Eunomium constitute one of the most important sources for the 
understanding of the thought and doctrine of St. Gregory, Bishop of 
Nyssa. They form the greater bulk of his dogmatic writings; and they 
were written to carry on the work of his older brother and «master», 
St. Basil of Caesarea, whose untimely death on January 1, 379, laun-
ched Gregory to be one of the foremost leaders of Orthodoxy. 
Within the books Contra Eunomium, we think that the Refutatio 
Confessionis Eunomii merits a special consideration1, having been 
written with greater perspective (several years after Basil's death), 
already after the Council of Constantinople (381) and after Gregory 
had been recognized as one of the pillars of orthodoxy2. Because of 
the circumstances of its composition it can be considered a sort of 
coup de grace of the Arian heresy which had besieged the Church for 
the last half century. And although not as systematic as Gregory's 
Oratio Catechetica Magna written in 385 and considered to be one of 
the most important systematizations of Christian teaching since Ori-
1. Jaeger's critical edition (Gregorii Nysseni Opera, 2, Leiden, Brill 1960), uti-
lizing Diekamp's internal evaluation (Cfr. «Literargescnichtliches zur Eunomianis-
chen Kontroverse», BZ, 18 (1909), 1-13) clarifies the dates of composition of these 
books, and the resulting reordering is an important contribution to the understanding 
of this series of books. We dedicated Chapter I of the doctoral thesis to an exposi-
tion of these changes, following Jaeger and Diekamp, and completing the narrative 
with the testimony of ancient ecclesiastical writers. 
2. Sozomenus explains how after the Council of Constantinople, the emperor 
established the communion with certain prominent bishops as a criterion for Ortho-
doxy: «(...) to those in the cities by the Pontus, from Bithynia to Armenia, who hold 
communion with Helladius, bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia; with Gregory, bis-
hop of Nyssa; and with Otreinus, bishop of Melitine (...). The emperor was perso-
nally acquainted with all these bishops, and had ascertained that they guide their 
respective churches wisely and piously» (Hist, eccl., IX; LNPF 2, 382; PG 67, 
1500A). 
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gen's Peri Archon, the Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii written 
in 383 or later, does reflect a certain amount of theological 
reflection which rises above the immediate controversy. 
1. Aims and plan of this study 
This paper is an excerpt of our doctoral thesis (with slight 
revisions in accordance with the suggestions of the doctoral tri-
bunal), entitled St. Gregory of Nyssa's Refutatio Confessionis 
Eunomii: a Theological Analysis. Its orientation has been pre-
dominantly doctrinal, and we have tried to bring to light those 
theological aspects which, in our opinion, Gregory himself 
brings to the foreground in this concrete work that is to say, his 
Trinitarian doctrine and, especially, the Divinity of the Son. 
While this approach may have the limitation that any conclu-
sion we may draw will necessarily be limited to this one work, 
it does have the advantage of faithfully reflecting the doctrine 
of St. Gregory without removing it from its context. We also 
hope that this study may be a useful starting point tor more 
detailed investigations in conjunction with his other works. 
2. Review of the literature and «status quaestionis» 
The ever increasing amount of literature on various aspects 
of St. Gregory of Nyssa's works have been comprehensively 
compiled in Bergada's bibliographic paper 3 . This may be upda-
ted with the listing found in Bibliographia Patristica. 
The majority of these studies deal with Gregory's spiritual 
and mystical doctrine an understandable orientation considering 
Gregory's important role in the development of the monastic 
life. On the other hand, his prominent role in the conciliar and 
Post-conciliar period of the Second Ecumenical Council of 
Constantinople (381) might also suggest a similar interest in his 
3. BERG AD A, Maria Mercedes, «Contribuci6n bibliografica al estudio de 
Gregorio de Nyssa», Stromata, 25 (1969), 79-130. 
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dogmatic works. But there are relatively few studies on this, alt-
hough it has not been entirely neglected. We limit our attention 
here to those studies which are primarily dedicated to the books 
Contra Eunomium. 
Taking the publication of Jaeger's critical edition (1960) as 
a point of reference, we can single out some works realized 
before the critical edition which utilize the Contra Eunomium 
but which do not purport to delve into Gregory's theological 
doctrine 4, and those which deal with its textual criticism and 
later incorporated in the prologue to Jaeger's edition 5. 
Since the publication of the critical edition, there has been a 
growing awareness of the importance of these books in the doc-
trine of the Bishop of Nyssa 6 , together with its more extensive 
utilization as a primary source 7. 
However, it will be noticed from the partial list that we have 
presented, that the majority of these later studies deal with cer-
tain aspects of Gregory's doctrine, but that none, as far as I 
know, have the same purpose and orientation as the study we 
have proposed and orientation as the study we have proposed to 
undertake. This observation, of course, does not imply any pejo-
4. Cfr. GOGGIN, Th. A., The times of St. Gregory of Nyssa as reflected in 
hit letter* and Ihr Contra Funomium. Patrittic S/udiet. 79. Washington 1947. 
DANIELOU, J. , «Eunome l'Arien et l'exégèse néoplatonicienne du 'Cratylè'», 
REU, 69 ( 1956J, 412-432. 
5. Cfr. DIEKAMP, F., «Literargeschichtliches zur Eunomiamnichen Kontro-
verse», ByzZeitsch 18 (1909), 1-13. JULICHER, A., «Textkritische Studien: 
Defensio trium capitulorum des Bischofs Facundus von Hermiane in Verbindung 
mit Gregors Schriften Contra Eunomium», ThLZ, 47 (1922), 398-400. 
6. «(...) it was there that Gregory was most strongly forced (...) to exercise 
his speculative power to the full, while at the same time these books were, 
understandably, neglected by monographs focused on his spiritual doctrine or 
conception of salvation his history» (BALAS, D., «Eternity and Time in Gregory 
of Nyssa's Contra Eunomium», Gregor von Nyssa und die Philosophie, Zwei-
ten intern. Kolloquium über Gregor von Nyssa, Leiden 1976, 129). 
7. Cfr. VAN PARYS, M . , «Exégèse et théologie dans les livres contre 
Eunome de Grégoire de Nysse: textes scripturaires controversés et élaboration 
théologique», Escriture et culture philosophique dans le pensée de Grégoire de 
Wvtse {Actes du Colloque de Chevctognc. 22-26 Sept. 1969). Leiden 1971. 
169-193. HARL, Marguerite, «À propos d'un passage du 'Contre Eunome' de 
Grégoire de Nysse: aporroia et les titres du Chist en théologie trinitaire», RSR, 
55 (1967), 218-225. BALAS, D., «Eternity and Time...», 128-155. MUHLEN-
BFRG. E.. Die (Unendlichkeit Göltet hei Gregor von Nyssa. Göttingen 1966. 
BRIGHTMAN, R . , «Apophatic theology and divine infinity in St. Gregory of 
Nyssa», UU1R, 17 (1973), 97-114. 
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rative evaluation of these studies (on the contrary, we have utili-
zed them here, and their approach may have the advantage over 
ours of being more comprehensive in so far as the particular 
doctrine is concerned), but is only meant to be a justification 
for our own work. 
A study similar in extension to what we have done has been 
announced by van Parys 8 but in the absence of its publication, 
and after a personal communication9 which to date has had no 
response, we decided to proceed with our work, there being no 
guarantee that we would have the same results or orientation. 
We have, however, utilized van Pary's preliminary work on the 
exegesis of Gregory and we have also tried to develop his initial 
suggestion in the same article, on the «hardiesse spéculative de 
sa théologie»10. 
Aside from van Pary's work, we also wish to single out the 
works of Harl 1 1 and Balâs 1 2 for their theological orientation in 
their development of the concepts of aporroia and participation, 
respectively. These two concepts play an important role in Gre-
gory's refutation of Eunomius in the work that we study. 
3. Methodology 
The methodology we have followed has been guided by our 
effort to reflect faithfully the theological doctrine of St. Gregory. 
Consequently, we have tried to present the context in which the 
paragraphs we cite are located, and we have tried to relate them 
within his general effort to refute the Eunomian position. And 
since Gregory's avowed intention in this work is the defense of 
8. He is preparing a French translation, with introduction and commentaries, 
for Sources Chrétiennes, as announced in the proceedings of the Colloques de 
Chevetogne ( 2 2 - 2 6 . I X . 1 9 6 9 ) and the Zweites internationales Kolloquium über 
Gregor von Nyssa ( 1 8 - 2 3 . I X . 1 9 7 2 ) . 
9 . Letter addressed to him at the Monastery of Chevetogne, dated 1 April 
1 9 8 1 . 
10 . VAN PARIS, M., o.e., 1 9 0 . 
1 1 . o.e. 
12 . BALAS, D . , Metousia theou: Man's participation in God's perfections 
according to Saint Gregory of Nyssa, Rome 1 9 6 6 . 
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Orthodox doctrine on those points contested by Eunomius in 
his Confession of Faith, our study concentrates on the argu-
ments that St. Gregory utilizes to defend the divinity of God 
the Son. 
The analysis of Gregory's doctrine is based primarily on the 
text itself, aided by philological or historical considerations 
and, when convenient, tracing his position to his previous pre-
decessors in the orthodox line. We have also tried to compare 
some of Gregory's positions with the subsequent theological 
elaboration of the concept in question, in order to appreciate 
better his contribution to the development of Theology. Thus, 
our analysis of Gregory's positions consists of three moments: 
1) a presentation of the Gregorian passage, 2) an explanation 
of how his position contributes to the refutation of Eunomia-
nism, and 3) an evaluation of Gregory's contribution to Theo-
logy, based on his immediate predecessors and the future 
theological elaboration of the subject in question. 
For the analysis of the texts of the Refutatio Confessionis 
Eunomii, we have relied primarily on Jaeger's critical edition. 
For the English texts, we have utilized the LNPF translation, 
though we have modified it in order to make it more literal or 
to correspond better with Jaeger's version. We cite it together 
with the Greek texts. We also cite Migne's edition in order to 
facilitate the reading for those who have no access to the criti-
cal edition, indicating what we may have deemed to be impor-
tant differences from the critical edition. Thus the textual 
quotations from the Refutatio will be cited as follows: LNPF 5, 
page number; PG 45, page and letter; GNO 2, page and 
line number. 
Quotations from the Oratio catechetica magna are based on 
Srawley's edition1 3 and is quoted in a similar fashion. Quota-
tions from the other works of Gregory, and from other Fathers 
and ecclesiastical writers are based on Migne and, when utili-
zed, the corresponding English translations in the series The 
Ante-Nicene Fathers (ANF) and A Select Library of Nicene 
and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church (LNPF). 
1 3 . SRAWLEY, J.H. (ed.), The Catechetical Oration of Gregory of Nyssa, 
Cambridge 1 9 5 6 . 
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The biblical texts we have utilized are indicated in the 
Bibliography. We have indicated any significant variations bet-
ween these scriptural texts and Gregory's words if, in our opi-
nion, it is Gregory's intention to quote the scriptural passage 
verbatim. When he obviously does not intend this, but only uti-
lizes the idea and thus modifies the text, we have indicated the 
scriptural quotation with a «Cfr.». For English quotations, we 
have utilized the Confraternity version, unless the passage is 
quoted within a text of Gregory, in which case we have folo-
wed the LNPF translation following the criteria given above. 
Books and journals cited appear in italics while articles are 
cited within quotation marks. Citations from modern authors 
are indicated by the first few words of the title of their work 
when more than one of their works is found in our study. 
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TRINITARIAN DOCTRINE AND THE 
DIVINITY OF THE SON IN ST. 
GREGORY OF NYSSA'S «REFUTATIO 
CONFESSIONIS EUNOMII» 
I. EUNOMIANISM 
In order to appreciate better St. Gregory's refutation of Euno-
mius' Confession of Faith, we present a brief exposition of the 
main tenets of the Eunomian doctrine based principally on the 
analysis (corresponding to the first chapter of our thesis) of Euno-
mius' Confession. 
Eunomianism is an extreme form of Arianism which, unlike the 
Semi-arians, carried the starting principles of Arius to its logical 
consequences. Its methodological starting point is rationalism, 
embodied in the conviction that the essence of God is comprehen-
ded by the human mind, and concretely, through the concept of 
ungeneracy. This rationalism is well illustrated in the following sta-
tements of Eunomius: 
«God knows no more of his own substance (xfjc; E O U T O V 
ouoiac,) than we do; nor is there more known to him, and less to 
us: but whatever we know about the Divine substance, that preci-
sely is known to God; and on the other hand, whatever, he knows, 
the same also you will find without any difference (djtao-
X & X T C O C , ) in us» ' . 
«But we, in agreement with holy and blessed men, affirm that 
the mysthery of godliness does not consist in venerable names, nor 
in the distinctive character of customs and sacramental tokens, but 
in exactness of doctrine (Sovuovtcov dxoioeia) 2 . 
Characteristic of this rationalistic attitude is a disdain for the 
revealed truth. And in Eunomius' Confession of Faith, there is an 
1. SOCRATES, O.C, I V , 7; L N P F 2 , 9 8 ; P G 6 7 , 4 7 3 B . 
2 . L N P F 5 , 2 3 8 ; P G 4 5 , 8 7 7 D - 8 8 0 A . 
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evident manipulation of scriptural passages through the simple 
method of quoting them out of context or making slight textual 
modifications in accordance with the Eunomian doctrine 3 . 
The Eunomian trinitarian doctrine is one of perfect su-
bordination. In the first place, there exists God, the supreme 
and unique being, self-existent and unoriginated. He is neither 
created nor generated. This God is absolutely simple and is 
opposed to any distinction of properties or attributes. The 
essence of God formally consists in his being ungenerate, which 
for Eunomius is synonymous to being uncreated. Of the three 
Persons, the Father is the only one who can properly be 
called God. 
Next to God (i.e., the Father) is the Son. The Son is gene-
rated by the Father. This generation cannot consist of a mere 
mutation of God (God becoming the Son) since God is 
immutable. Nor can it consist of a movement that would trans-
form the one Divine substance into two of the same nature, 
since God, due to His absolute simplicity, cannot be divided. 
For his failure to understand any other mode of origin in God 
(a failure which arises from his conviction that to be ungenerate 
is a concept that comprehends the essence of the Divinity) the 
only possible solution left for Eunomius in order to explain the 
generation of the Son, is to situate that generation in the free 
will and supreme power of God. Thus, the Son's generation is 
nothing more than an act of creation of God, in the strict mea-
ning of productio ex nihilo. The concept of a natural genera-
tion, even understood analogically, does not find a place in the 
Eunomian doctrine. Any generation in God which is not a crea-
tion would imply, for Eunomius, a passage from non-being to 
being. 
It is the special prerogative of the Son to have been created 
immediately by the Father. And from here arises all the other 
prerogatives of the Son, such as his glory and his «divinity». 
The Holy Spirit, does not enjoy the same privilege as the 
Son. He is a product of the Son; he cannot even be considered 
3. This is easily seen through a comparison of eunomius' version of Mt 10, 
32-33; 1 Pet 3, 15; and Ioh 1, 1,3,9,18 in his Confession of Faith with the 
corresponding Septuagint text. Our observation is corroborated in VANDENBUS-
CHE, E., «La part de la dialectique dans la théologie d'Eunomium 'le technolo-
gue'», RHE, 40 (1944-45), 47-72. 
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a creation of the Father since the Son is «only begotten» (only 
generated, only created). The Holy Spirit is a «work» of the 
Son, or, if we wish, a creation of the Father through the Son. 
The Holy Spirit falls under the same category as all the other 
productions of the Son. His special privilege consists in being 
the «first and most noble work», and to him has been assigned 
the mission of illuminating and sanctifying the creatures inferior 
to him. Eunomius does not descend into the details of how, in 
his view, the Holy Spirit takes his origin from the Son. 
Thus, this perfect and orderly subordination, suggestive of a 
neoplatonic influence4 , has as its starting principles, 1) the 
absolute unity, eternity and immutability of God (the Father), 
2) the generation (understood as creation) of the Son, and 3) 
the creation of the Holy Spirit through the instrumentality of 
the Son. 
II. THE «REFUTATIO CONFESIONIS EUNOMII» 
One of the merits of St. Gregory of Nyssa's Refutatio Con-
fessionis Eunomii is that, in spite of its highly charged and 
polemical tone, Gregory rises above the immediate controversy 
and contributes to the progress of Theology as such. 
Considering the main methodological and doctrinal posi-
tions of Eunomianism, it is significant that in the midst of the 
polemics, Gregory's refutation contains incisive sections which 
get at the main roots of the Eunomian errors. On the methodo-
logical level, and precisely in the opening paragraphs, Gregory 
begins his refutation with a detailed explanation of the nature 
of the Faith as a revealed truth to which a Christian must 
adhere without mutilating the words employed by God. 
Taking into account that Gregory is refuting a confession of 
Faith, it is not surprising that he should begin his work with a 
clear explanation on this subject, and stress its revealed charac-
ter and the kind of adherence called for: 
The Christian Faith, which in accordance with the com-
4. Cfr. VANDENBUSCHE, E . , O.C, 65. 
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mand of our Lord has been preached to all nations by 
His disciples, is neither of men, nor by men, but by our 
Lord Jesus Christ Himself. Who being the Word, the 
Life, the Light the Truth and God, and Wisdom, and all 
else that He is by nature, for this cause above all was 
made in the likeness of man, and shared our nature, 
becoming like us in all things, yet without sin5 . 
He ends this paragraph with an exhortation not to pervert 
the Faith: 
In the Faith then which was delivered by God to the 
Apostles we admit neither subtraction, nor alteration, 
nor addition, knowing assuredly that he who presumes 
to pervert the Divine utterance by dishonest quibbling, 
the same «is of his father the devil», who leaves the 
words of truth and «speaks of his own», becoming the 
f a t h e r o f a l i e . F o r w h a t e v e r is s a i d o t h e r w i s e t h a n in 
exact accord with the truth is assuredly false and not 
t rue 6 . 
5. LNPF 5 , 1 0 1 ; PG 4 5 , 4 6 5 D - 4 6 7 A ; GNO 2 , 3 1 2 , 1-10 . 
6 . LNPF 5 , 1 0 1 ; PG 4 5 , 4 6 8 C ; GNO 2 , 3 1 3 , 1 7 - 2 4 . 
This passage and the previous one seem to indícate a fundamental position of 
Gregory. It is therefore important to take it into consideration when evaluating 
his thought and doctrine. 
«.Como es sabido, no son infrecuentes los trabajos en que se ponen de 
relieve las dependencias filosóficas del de Nisa, cuya cultura era evidente-
mente muv vasta Parece pnr ello impresrindihle nn olvidar las npeinnes fnn 
damentales en que se basan tanto sus escritos como todo su pensamiento. Y 
I ' J U J opciones ¿un puestas Uc mumjtcslu en ci largo párrafo citado, parruju 
que por su claridad, por su fuerza y su solmenidad conviene tener muy pre-
sente, sobre todo, cuando le veamos argumentar con argumentos de razón y 
con razones de conveniencia (...). La claridad del párrafo, la insistencia 
nisena en que nadie mutile, adultere o añada nada a la fe, el horror que 
manifiesta a que se le añada algo de la propia cosecha intelectual, exigen 
como principio hermeneútico —sobre todo al analizar cuanto dice sobre Dios 
uno y Trino o sobre cristología— que no se confunda nunca lo que aduce 
como engarce intelectual, con el contenido de la doctrina de la fe. (...) Esta 
opción radical del Niseno pone de manifiesto su independencia consciente-
mente querida, aunque quizás no totalmente lograda, de toda corriente filosó-
fica; subraya también otro punto de capital importancia en el quehacer 
teológico de San Gregorio de Nisa: el sumo aprecio a la razón, el uso que 
hace del pensar a la hora de exponer la doctrina cristiana» (MATEO-SECO, 
L.F., Estudios sobre la cristología de San Gregorio de Nisa, Pamplona 1 9 7 8 , 
8 2 and 8 4 ) . 
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1. The ineffable name: Analogical knowledge of God 
This exhortation to fidelity to the revealed truth is comple-
mented by Gregory's conception of the ineffability of the divine 
ousia and the roles of the human reason and the Sacred Scrip-
tures in the acquisition of our knowledge of God. In the Refu-
tatio Confessionis Eunomii, this theme is developed lenghtily 
in the section devoted to an analysis of the first part («In the 
Name...») of the trinitarian formula. Gregory's words are found 
immediately after his detailed explanation of the meaning of the 
three titles («... of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 
Spirit») of the same formula. 
We have concerning it this notion (8idvouxv), that all 
things in creation are defined (jieoiXau^dvexai) by 
means of their several names. Thus whenever a man 
speaks of «heaven» he directs the notion of the hearer 
to the created object (xxiouci) indicated by this name, 
and he who mentions «man» or some animal, at once 
by the mention of the name impresses (fvfTVjrcocroiTo) 
upon the hearer the form (to tlboc,) of the animal (xov 
£(jbou), and in the same way all other things, by means 
of the names imposed upon them, are depicted (£v£a>o-
YQacpaixai) him the heart (rg xaoSid) of him who by 
hearing receives the appelation (jtoooriYOQCav) imposed 
upon the thing7 . 
For this cause the Word, when He spoke of 'the name' 
in delivering the Faith, did not add what it is, for how 
could a name be found for that which is above every 
name? (Phil 2, 8) but gave authority that whatever 
name our intelligence by pious effort (£Tjae6a>c, xi/voi)-
uivn.) be enabled to discover to indicate the transcen-
dent Nature (tirceoxEiuivTic, qruaeooc,), that name should 
be applied alike to Father. Son and Holy Ghost, whet-
her it be 'the Good' (x6 dYa96v) or 'the Incorruptible' 
(x6 dcpUuQxov), whatever name each may think proper 
to be employed to indicate the undefiled nature (dxtjod-
xov qruaecoc,)8 . 
7. LNPF 5, 103; PG 45, 473A; GNO 2, 318, 6-15. 
8. LNPF 5, 103; PG 45, 473B; GNO 2,-318, 17-25. 
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With regarde to the refutation of the Eunomian doctrine, the 
argument is the classical position that, since the one name of 
God belongs equally to the three persons (the possessors of the 
titles Father, Son, and Holy Spirit), then these three persons 
are equally entitled to the contents of the one name. However, 
Gregory extends his conclusions to say that the one name 
which, so to speak, has been deliberately emptied of its content 
(it does not give us any essential attribute) demonstrates the 
ineffability of the Divine nature, through his analysis of what 
the term «name» (ovoua) indicates. 
What does «name» indicate for St. Gregory? The examples 
which he utilizes leave us only with a rather vague ideas of his 
conception of «name». The name 1) directs the attention, 2) 
impresses the form in the hearer, 3) depicts the thing in the 
heart. It is evidently not his purpose to present us with a 
'theory of knowledge. In each case, what he wishes to point out 
is that the name «defines» (jteoiXa[A6riv£i/v), not in the strict 
sense of giving the genus and specific difference, but in the 
sense of limiting. 
No name can define God because he is infinite, and the 
infinity of God makes him ineffable. This ineffableness of God 
is not due to the desire of God to remain hidden, but is a 
result of the limitations of our own minds with respect to the 
infinity of God. He relies on 1 Tim 2, 4 to demonstrate this: 
«It follows then that if it were possible for human nature to be 
taught the essence of God (ouoiav...8eoi5) He 'who will 
have all men to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the 
truth' would not have supresed the knowledge upon this 
matter» 9 . 
In the same passage, Gregory shows that we can arrive at a 
certain knowledge of God through our intelligence (and in parti-
cular through the scriptural titles of the Son) but this know-
ledge will always be limited. In other words, our knowledge of 
God is analogical, and he thus gets at the root of the Eunomian 
error. 
It is interesting to note that in laying down these principles 
regarding our analogical knowledge of God, St. Gregory does 
9. LNPF 5, 103; PG 45, 473 BC; GNO 2, 319, 3-6. 
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not end up degrading human reason of human language. In fact, 
he resorts to what he calls the «natural sense» (jrooocp'uo'Og 
orinaoiac,) of human words as the starting point of an orthodox 
effort to penetrate into the mystery of God. This is evident, for 
example, in his explanation of the baptismal formula in which 
he says: «For each of these titles understood in 'its natural 
sense (Sia T f j c , jtQoo<pi)ouc, ar\\iaaiaq) becomes for Christians 
a rule of truth and a law of piety» 1 0 . He uses the concept of 
«natural sense» in the following phrases of the Refutatio: 
(...) he (Eunomius) immediately adds the words «not 
uncreate» (oux dxtiaxov) lest if the natural (65 Jteqru-
xe) significance of the term «Son» were apprehended by 
his readers, any pious conception concerning Him might 
find place in their minds" . 
For as the term Father points to no difference of nature 
from the Son, his impiety, if he had brought his state-
ment to a close here, would have had no support, 
seeing that the natural sense (xfjc; (pi)aixfjc,...£vvotac,) of 
the names Father an Son excludes the idea of their 
being alien in essense (xax' ouoiav OKKOXQIOV)12 . 
What does St. Gregory mean by «natural sense»? In the 
two systematic expositions he makes, the first on the concept of 
generation and the second on the concept of «likeness», his 
starting point in the investigation of the meanings of the two 
terms in question is «the meaning (...) plain to all (jtavti 
8fjX.6u £ou)» 1 3 and how «it is employed in ordinary (ouv-
y]Qeiac,) use» 1 4 . It would seem therefore that he refers to the 
obvious meaning of the term, taken at face value 1 5 . Thus, for 
St. Gregory, the starting point of our speculations on the 
Divine mysteries are the terms utilized by the Sacred Scriptures 
taken in their literal sense 1 6 . 
10. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 469A; GNO 2, 314, 17-19. 
11. LNPF 5, 112; PG 45, 500B; GNO 2, 342, 27-29. 
12. LNPF 5, 124; PG 45, 537B; GNO 2, 378, 7-10. 
13. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 505B; GNO 2, 348,17. 
14. LNPF 5, 123; PG 45, 533C; GNO 2, 375,4. 
15. For possible implications of this criterion with regard to dogmatic defi-
nitions, Cfr. GARRIOU-LAGRANGE, R. , El Sentido Comûn (trad. DERISI, O. and 
MELO, E.), Madrid 1980. 
16. St. Gregory is consistent with this hermeneutical principle in the 
Refutatio. 
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But the process does not end here. These terms have to be 
purified of their «corporeal sense» (aoi\iaxi'na.c,...i[i(pd.otic,) 
(via negativa) and then to be «1ifted up to the loftier kind of 
assertions (injrnXoTioac, ¿ц<pdoelc/) (...) led onward by the signi­
ficance of these terms»' : (via emminentia)1" . And we are hel­
ped to arrive at this «loftier» meaning by the Sacred Scriptures 
themselves: «Wherefore also, when we hear of the 'spirit of 
Truth', we acquire by that phrase such a conception as befits 
the Deity, being guided (x£iQaY ( 0Y°'uM' e v o 1) to the loftier (T6 
X Q E I T O V ) interpretation by the words which follow it» 1 9 . 
2. Trinitarian Doctrine 
Although the Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii contains 
many passages with suggestive theological elaborations dealing 
with various subjects, our analysis is limited to those subjects 
which deal more directly with the refutation of Eunomius' posi­
tions (on the Trinitarian doctrine and the Generation of the 
Son), leaving aside for the moment other aspectes such as those 
which deal with Christology or with the Salvation Economy. 
Gregory's theological elaboration of the Trinitarian formula 
is found very early in the work, immediately after his explana­
tion of the nature of the Faith, and before his point by point 
refutation of Eunomius' statements in the Confession of Faith. 
It is therefore the least polemical portion of the work, and 
seems to represent a conscious effort on the part of Gregory to 
clarify the orthodox position before demonstrating its incompati­
bility with the Eunomian conceptions. His development of the 
concept of generation, on the other hand, is immersed in the 
17. LNPF 5, 112; PG 45, 500B; GNO 2, 343,4. 
18. Though he does not use the exact term, he nevertheless lays down the 
via negativa and the via emminentia as comprising our analogical knowledge of 
God. This does not support Muhlenberg's position (o.c.) that Gregory passes 
over these two vias to fall into a moderate equivocity based on the infinity of 
God. Gregory's position seems rather to maintain that our natural knowledge 
(and also our supernatural knowledge through Faith) of God is valid, though it 
falls short of the mystery due to the infinity of God. 
19. LNPF 5, 129; PG 45, 5 5 2D; GNO 2, 392, 2­4. 
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polemical portion, but is introduced by him as a «systematic 
explanation)) of a contested point. In both cases, it is evident 
that there is a conscious effort to present a theological elabora-
tion, and not just a mere refutation of a untenable and illogical 
Eunomian position. 
a. The Trinitarian formulas 
In the course of his presentation of the orthodox position 
with regard to the trinitarian doctrine, Gregory of Nyssa pre-
sents two clear-cut formulations of the doctrine of the Blessed 
Trinity. These are found at the beginning and at the end of his 
arguments to demonstrate the coeternity and unity of the Son 
with the Father. The first is a general statement of the case, 
and the second forms a sort of conclusion of the elaborate 
argumentation presented (this argumentation will be studied in 
the next section). 
In regard to essence (ouoiac,) He is one, wherefore, the 
Lord ordained that we should look to the one Name (£v 
O V O J A O ) : but in regard to the peculiar properties ( Y V O ) -
picruxorc...C8i(ouaoiv) of the Hypostases, our belief in 
Him is distinguised (6iior|Tai) into belief in the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Ghost 2 ". 
For which reason we say that to the holy disciples the 
mystery of godliness (x6 xfjc, euoe6eCa? u/uorn,Qiov), was 
committed in a form expressing at once union and dis-
tinction (o\)vr|u.uivov duct xal Siaxexoiuivov), that we 
should believe on the Name of the Father, and of the 
Son, and of the Holy Spirit. For the peculiarity 
(idioTnc,) of the Hypostases makes the distinction (5uxo-
TOX.TJV ) of the Persons (jtooodmavv) clear and free from 
confusion, while the one Name (£v bk 6vou.a) standing 
in the forefront of the declaration of Faith (Tf]v Jtioxiv 
20. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 469AB; GNO 2, 314, 26 to 315, 22. Lampe 
(o.c., 318 and 666) translates yvogioxixo? and iSimua as «making known, 
indicative, revealing» and as ((characteristic property, distinctive feature», 
respectively. The idea is an attribute or quality by which a thing can be distin-
guished. We have translated it a «peculiar property» in this sense. 
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£ X 0 E O E ( O C , ) clearly shows us the unity of essence (Tf)v 
EVOT / n r a xfjc, ouotac,) of the Persons ( J X Q O O C O J I O V ) Whom 
the Faith declares, I mean, of the Father, and of the 
Son, and of the Holy Spirit. For by these titles (XX.T)-
oecov) we are taught not a difference of nature (ou 
qnjOEOjc, 5ux(poQ&v) but only the proper peculiarites 
(xag...Yvcooioxixac< i8ioxr|xac,) of the Hypostases so that 
we know that neither is the Father the Son, nor the Son 
the Father, nor the Holy Spirit either the Father or the 
Son, and recognize each by the peculiar mark (top i8id-
£ovTi...xaoo:xTfJQi) of the Hypostases, in illimitable per-
fection (doQioxcp xeXeioTrixi) at once contemplated by 
Himself (iauxoij O E O O Q O U U X V O V ) and not divided from 
that with Which He is connected 2 1 . 
This elaborate formulation of the trinitarian doctrine is 
occasioned by the Eunomian position that the Son and the 
Holy Spirit are subordinated to the Father, based on the abso-
lute unity and immutability of God, whom Eunomius identifies 
exclusively with the Father. The backbone of Gregory's argu-
ments, already a part of the Orthodox patrimony after many 
years of the Arian controversy 2 2 , is to point out that the three 
titles (Father, Son, Holy Spirit) are purely relative concepts 
and in themselves, do not say anything about the essence of its 
bearers; it follows that one cannot deduce any form of subordi-
nation within the three divine persons from these titles. On the 
other hand, the name (which is what should represent the 
essence) that is given is one. And this indicates that any essen-
tial attribute is to be applied equally to the three bearers of the 
21. LNPF 5, 103; PG 45, 472 CD; GNO 2, 317, 17 to 318, 2. Lampe (A 
Patristic Greek Lexicon, London 1961, 665) translates I6I6TT|S as «distinctive 
property, specific characters xaoaxTVJQ is translated as «impress, stamp... fea-
ture... form» (o.c, 1513). «Mark» seems to be the accurate word in this con-
text. 
22. The position is expressed by Gregory of Nazianzus in his Theological 
Orations, when he points out that each divine person has all that the others 
have except the relation of origin: «all that the Father has, the Son has also, 
except the being unbegotten (nktyv Tfjs &ytwi]alac,y, and all that the Son has, 
the Spirit has also, except the generation (nX.r|v xf)£ Y£vv<rJ0E<i>£) and these do 
not divide the substance (OTJX ovaiac, depoQi^ei), as I understand it, but rather 
are divisions within the substance (jteol otioCctv bt dq>ooi£eTai)» (Or. XLI, IX, 
PG 36, 441C). 
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titles. «Whatever name our intelligence by pious effort be ena-
bled to discover (...) should be applied alike to Father, Son and 
Holy Ghost (...) for it is plain that the title Father does not 
present to us the Essence (ouoiac,), but only indicates the rela-
tion (oxeoiv) to the Son» 2 3 . 
St. Gregory does not limit himself to the bare exposition of 
this argument, but makes a detailed explanation of the three tit-
les and the one name. In the process he clarifies the nature of 
these titles (the adaption of Basil's terminology) and proposes a 
rationale for the trinitarian formula (in which we see how the 
ineffability of God is not and indication of poverty, but of the 
richness of content). 
What is immediately evident in the long passage cited is his 
careful choice of words leading precisely to a clarification of 
what is meant by the titles Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 
It will be noted that St. Gregory is perfectly faithful to the 
terminology explained by St. Basil in distinguishing between 
ousia, hypostasis and prosopon: 
It is indispensable to have clear understanding that, as 
he who fails to confess the community of essence ( T O 
xoivov xf\c, ouoictc,) falls into polytheism, so he who 
refuses to grant the distinction ( T O i5id£ov) of the 
hypostases is carried away into Judaism. For we must 
keep our mind stayed, so to say, on a certain underl-
ying subject matter (imoxeiuivcpo), and, by forming a 
clear impression of its distinguishing lines (TOUC, xaQayTfj-
oac,), so arrive at the end desired. For suppose we do 
not bethink us of the Fatherhood, nor bear in mind Him 
of Whom this distinctive quality ( T O iSioouot) is marked 
off, how can we take in the ideas of God the Father? 
For merely to enumerate the differences of Persons 
(SicKpoodc, jroooamov) is insufficient; we must confess 
each Person (fixaoxov Jtooaamov) to have a natural 
existence (imdoxov) in a real hypostasis (dX/n.0ivfj 
ujtoordaei,). Now Sabellius did not even object to the 
word prosopon so long as it was not used as synony-
mous with hypostasis2*. 
2 3 . L N P F 5 , 1 0 3 ; P G 4 5 , 4 7 3 B ; G N O 2 , 3 1 9 , 1-3. 
2 4 . BASIL, Ep. CCX, V ; P G 3 2 , 7 7 6 B C ; L N P F 8 , 2 5 1 . 
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When we consider that one of the factors for the diffusion 
of Arianism after the Council of Nicea is the confusion of 
words 2 5 , the clarification of terms is seen to be of great impor-
tance. Without such a clarification of terms, St. Gregory's 
argument would be valid, but purely negative. By explaining 
what these relative terms positively indicate (that is, a peculia-
rity to distinguish among the titles) he not only refutes Euno-
mius, but also closes the door to a possible Sabellian interpre-
tation of his argument 2 6 . Thus, the texts of St. Gregory's trini-
tarian formulations reflect the Cappadocian effort to introduce a 
term (hypostasis as distinct from ousia) which will preserve the 
union and distinction, but without relegating the Persons to 
mere modalities of the one Godhead. 
A close scrutiny of the Gregorian texts shows that although 
St. Gregory utilizes the words hypostasis and prosopon to 
express the Trinity, yet there is a shade of difference in their 
utilization. In the first formulation he uses only the word 
hypostasis. In the second formulation he uses them once toget-
her («For the peculiarity (i'5i6T/r|c,) of the hypostases makes the 
distinction of the Persons (jtooaamcov) clear and free from 
confusion»); and then again separately («the unity of essence of 
the Persons», «the proper peculiarities of the Hypostases» and 
«the peculiar mark of the Hypostases»). 
25. Cfr. NEWMAN, J. , The Arians of the Fourth Century, Westmister 
1968. 
26. Thus Basil explains: «Ousia has the same relation to the hypostasis as 
the common (TO XOIVOV) has to the particular (TO idiov) Every one of us both 
shares in existence (xoij eivcu) by the common term of ousia (xcp xoivcp i t ] ; 
otioiac Aoycp), and by his own properties (ccuxov i5icbu.aoiv) is such and such 
and one. In the same manner, in the matter in question, the term ousia is com-
mon (xoijiog) like goodness or Godhead, or any similar attribute while hyposta-
sis is contemplated (OecooeiToa) in the special property (£v xcp i6i(bu,axa) of 
Fatherhood, Sonship or the power to sanctify» (Ep. CCXIV, IV, PG 32, 
789B). 
The position of the Cappadocians has been well summarized: «It {prosopon) 
could easily have been safeguarded in use from limitation to merely temporary 
roles (or parts or characters or functions) assumed simply for particular purpo-
ses. But Sabellius stole the word away; and Greek theologians were left without 
any suitable way of expressing the conception, till they could agree among 
themselves to use another term which properly meant something quite different, 
and could win general acceptance for the artificial sense which they put upon 
the term they used». (BETHUNE-BAKER, J . , «The meaning of homoousios in the 
Constantinopolitan Creed», TSt, 7 (1901), 74. 
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He seems to attach an ontological priority to the word 
hypostasis. In the first formulation he speaks of the «peculiarity 
of the hypostasis», the hypostasis being the subject of these 
peculiarities. In the second formulation, it is clear that hyposta-
sis has ontological priority over prosopon because it is the 
peculiarity of the hypostasis which makes the distinction of 
prosopon clear, and not vice-versa. And when he utilizes hy-
postasis alone, it is seen to be the subject of the «proper pecu-
liarities» and of the «peculiar mark». 
On the other hand, he seems to utilize the word prosopon 
more in accordance with its original meaning, as that which is 
more evident and which one immediately deduces when mention 
of the titles is made. But the reality behind the proposon, and 
the subject of the differences, is the hypostasis. 
We can thus see in Gregory's words a stage of development 
in the acceptance of the Cappadocian terminology. He accepts 
the word prosopon, and does not oppose it to the word hypos-
tasis. That is to say, from the titles Father, Son and Holy Spi-
rit, it is immediately evident that there are three distinct 
prosopons (three modes of being) without necessarily saying 
whether they indicate mere roles or also constitute an indepen-
dent existence. But he completes this concept by rooting this 
distinction of prosopons in another term, the hypostasis, which, 
in the terminology of his brother, is the subsistent subject of 
the proper peculiarities (Yvcooiorixac, i5i6rr|Tac;). The titles 
(Father, Son, Holy Spirit) express these peculiar characte-
ristics, but not directly the hypostases themselves. That is to 
say, in accordance with his position that these titles do not 
express the Essence (this is ineffable) but only the relation of 
the particular essence or hypostasis among themselves, one 
cannot say that the term «Father» tells us what God is, but 
only a particular distinction in the Divinity. 
There is also an evident difference in St. Gregory's utiliza-
tion of the terms ousia an physis. In the first formulation he 
simply states that God is one with regard to ousia. And this 
corresponds to the one name (£v ovourjt) of the baptismal for-
mula. He restates this position more forcefully in the second 
formula: «the one Name (£v be ovofia) standing in front of the 
declaration of Faith clearly shows to us the unity of essence 
( T T | V EvoTnxa xfjc, ovoiac,)». And then he utilizes physis as a 
kind of explanation: «For by these titles (xXf)oea)v) we are 
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taught not a difference of nature (oil qpuaeooc, 8iaqpoQo;v) but 
only the proper peculiarities (vvwQiauxac, i8i6TT)Tac,) of the 
Hypostases*. 
It is of course possible to interpret the change in ter-
minology to the effect that St. Gregory uses the two terms 
interchangeably and that they formally mean exactly the same 
thing for him. The choice of which word to use would then be 
due to chance or purely rhetorical considerations. And on this 
assumption not to have a «difference of nature» would mean, 
for St. Gregory, the same as to have a «unity of essence» and 
vice-versa. 
We think, on the other hand, that the choice of words is 
deliberate. The importance which St. Gregory attaches to these 
formulas are indicated both by their position in the work (the 
non polemical Introduction in an anti-heretical work) and the 
preciseness of terminology which he exhibits with regard to the 
other elements of the formula (prosopon and hypostasis). It 
would therefore be justified to look for some reasons for the 
shift of terminologies from ousia to physis. 
We can observe that there is an evident connection bet-
ween the «one name» of the declaration of Father and the «one 
essence» of God. That is, the «unity of essence» or the «one 
essence» is, for St. Gregory, an immediate conclusion from the 
fact that the name that is given in the baptismal formula is one. 
On the other hand the .term physis is used not as an immediate 
deduction, but seems rather to be an added explanation to rein-
force his statement on the unity of essence through the consi-
deration of the meanings of the terms «Father», «Son» and 
«Holy Spirit». Thus, the position of St. Gregory would be, that 
the one name indicates that the essence is one; and this inter-
pretation is reasonable because the three titles which follow do 
not indicate a difference of nature, but only a mode of being of 
a subsistent, the hypostasis. He does not equate «unity of es-
sence» with «no difference of nature» although the latter is a 
condition for the former to be true; «unity of essence» means 
more than just «not to have a difference of nature». From the 
three titles, we can immediately conclude that there is no diffe-
rence of nature. But it is from the one name that we arrive at 
the unity of essence. 
At the same time there is a certain equation (not neces-
sarily identification) of the two terms ousia and physis, that 
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will allow him to say that not to have a difference of nature 
becomes an argument in favor of the unity of essence. But if he 
were to identify the two, why does he not use ousia consis-
tently when it would have been more convincing to say that 
«not to have a difference of ousia» is an argument for the unity 
of ousial And if his intention is to clarify terms so as to distin-
guish clearly between ousia and hypostasis (the common and 
the particular), would it not have been clearer to use the term 
ousia instead of physis and say that the three titles do not indi-
cate a difference of ousia, but only the properties of the 
hypostasis! 
We think that St. Gregory's shift of terminology may be an 
indication that he is conscious of the equivocal use of the term 
ousia (i.e., to mean either natura or substantia -being). In 
effect, if ousia were to be understood in the latter sense in the 
context of his formulations, the statement which follows would 
not be true: the three titles, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, do 
speak of a difference of being (precisely in the mode), and this 
would jeopardize the understanding of the term he is trying to 
clarify (i.e., hypostasis, which is precisely a being particulari-
zed by these titles). 
Thus, when he speaks of the «unity of ousia» he refers to 
both meanings of the term: in the first place in the sense of 
natura (and so the connection between this phrase and the 
argument that there is no difference in physis); but also in the 
sense of substantia-being (and thus the change of terminology 
from ousia to physis so as not to confuse ousia with hyposta-
sis). Moreover, this seems to indicate that in the mind of the 
bishop of Nyssa there is no conflict between the two meanings 
of the term ousia, at least in so far as the Divinity is 
concerned2 7. 
In God there is unity of nature and unity of being. In the 
phrase under study, he seems to stress the unity of nature, but 
not in opposition to unity of being but in opposition to trinity 
of nature. In other parts of the Refutatio he will emphasize the 
unity of being (Cfr. his exegesis of Ioh 14, 10). And later on, 
27. For a more detailed study of Gregory's use .of the term ousia, Cfr. 
Appendix. 
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we shall see him arguing in favor of a community of nature, but 
not in opposition to a unity of nature, but in opposition to a 
difference (in this case a subordination) of nature 2 8 . 
We can thus summarize what St. Gregory means by the 
terms he utilizes in his two trinitarian formulations. The sub-
ject of the three titles are the prosopons as well as the hyposta-
ses. His preferred word is hypostasis because it implies 
subsistence in addition to modality. Physis is utilized according 
to the common meaning of the word, that is, as natura. It is 
preferably used to refer to the specific nature, almost to the 
exclusion of the individual nature 2 9 . Ousia is utilized here in 
the sense of specific essence, but not in opposition to individual 
essence (substancia -being). It is quite possible that he respects 
these two meanings of the term. 
b. Coeternity and unity: a rationale for the trinitarian 
formula 
Still in the non-polemical Introduction of the Réfutatio Con-
fessionis Eunomii, Gregory presents a series of arguments with 
28. The implications of this conclusion on the Neonicene hypothesis will be 
studied in a later section. 
29. His use of yvaic, to indicate specific nature is in accordance with the 
criterion he himself unequivocally lays down in another work: «We say, then, 
to begin with, that the practice of calling those who are not divided in nature 
by the very name of their common nature in the plural, and saying they are 
'many men', is a customary abuse of language, and that it would be much the 
same thing to say they are 'many human natures'. (...) Thus there are many 
who have shared in the nature (ixeteoxnxoTac. rr\q cpvoecoc;) many disciples, say, 
or apostles, or martyrs but the man in them all is one; since, as has been said, 
the term 'man' does not belong to the individual as such (xotO fxaoxov), but to 
that which is common ( T O O xoivoO) «(Quod non sint tres dii, PG 45, 
120A). 
We shall not discuss the possible implications of this statement on St. Gre-
gory's ontology. We only wish to point out that for St. Gregory, the term phv-
sis and the terms which designate (i.e., essential names, such as man) properly 
apply to what is common thus, to the specific nature. And this, to the extent 
that he is left without the possibility of properly applying the universal concept 
to the individual which, for him, can only be correctly denominated by its pro-
per name. 
The fact that in the same passages he makes mention of the individual (xa6' 
Sxaorov) indicates that he does not confuse the two realities (individual nature 
and specific nature), but is rather at a loss as to how the universal concept can 
be predicated of the individual. 
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with the express purpose of demonstrating that 'the Son is from 
all eternity to be contemplated in the Father». The full weight 
of these arguments will be utilized later to refute Eunomius' 
subordination of the Son to the Father, since there can be no 
subordination where the unity is perfect. The arguments that 
Gregory presents to demonstrate this perfect unity are mutually 
interdependent: 
I. For when we hear «father» we apprehend the 
meaning (Sidvoiav) to be this, that it is not 
understood with reference to itself alone, but also 
by its special significance (iSiac, £nq>da£coc,) indi-
cates the relation (oyioiv) to the Son. (...) Lear-
ning «Father», we were taught at the same time, 
by the selfsame word (xtj avvq (pcovfj), faith also 
in the Son. (...). 
II. Now. since Deity ( T O 0 E I O V ) by its very nature 
(xfj qruoei) is permanently and immutably the 
same (dei (boauTouc, £x E l ) (•••) He Who admits 
no change or alteration in his nature (TQOJT.TJV fj 
dX,X.oi(uoiv ev TTJ (puoei) was always entirely 
what he is now (...) Since then He is named Fat-
her by the very Word, He assuredly always was 
Father, and is and will be even as He was. 
(...). 
ITT. For surely it is not lawful in speaking of the 
divine and unimpaired nature (6eiac, xt xai dxTj-
odToi' ( ( 'P iu( i )C) to deny that what is excellent 
( T 6 xaXdv) always belonged (Aietv) to it. For if 
He was not always what He now is, He certainly 
changed either from the better to the worse or 
from the worse to the better, and of these asser-
tions the impiety (dae6ec,) is equal either way, 
whichever statement is made concerning the 
Divine nature (Geiac, (puaecoc,). But in fact the 
Deity is incapable of change or alteration (urjv... 
TQOJtfjc, xe xai dXAoiwaecuc,). So, then, everyt-
hing that is excellent (xaXov) and good is always 
contemplated in the fountain of excellency (xfjv 
xov naXov ...iteyriv) But the only-Begotten God, 
Who is in the bosom of the Father is excellent, 
and beyond all excellency (xaXov 8*E xai xaXou 
jtavxdc, ¿Jtix£lva). (...). 
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Conclusion Well then, it has been demostrated by these 
proofs that the Son is from all eternity to be 
contemplated in (ev6ecDQeto8ai) the Father, in 
(iv) Whom He is, being Life and Light and 
Truth, and every noble name (jtavdyaGov ov-
o[ia) and conception 3 0. 
Although the immediate object of these arguments is to 
show he coeternity and unity of the Son with the Father (and 
by extension, of the Holy Spirit with the Son), there is no 
doubt that in the mind of the Bishop of Nyssa, they also indi-
cate the Divinity of the Son (and by extension, of the Holy 
Spirit). In fact there are indications from the passages which 
follow, that he considers the Divinity of the Son as demostrated 
after having demostrated this coeternity: 
While the Son, Who is in the Father, always is what he 
is, as has been said already, because the Deity ( T O 
Geiov) by its nature (xtj <pvoei) does not admit of aug-
mentation. For it does not perceive any other good out-
side itself (e|co iavxov), by participation (xata [Aerowiav) 
in which it could acquire any accession ( T O JiXiov) 3 1. 
The term «Deity» ( T O Betov) here may of course refer either 
to the Son or to the Father, or to Deity as such without any refe-
rence to either Father or Son. But that it refers to the Son is indi-
cated by what follows. He shows that the Holy Spirit «of necessity 
(dvayxaiojc,) must belong to him (rxuTtp JtQO0Yiv6[ievov)» and 
the word «him» (auTtp) refers to the Son since he immediately 
speaks of the inseparability of the Holy Spirit and the Son: 
Thus we conceive no gap (SidXeifiua) between the anoin-
ted and His anointing, between the King and his sove-
reignty, between Wisdom and the Spirit of Wisdom, 
between Truth and the Spirit of Truth, between Power and 
the Spirit of Power 3 2. 
30. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 469BD; GNO 2, 315, 3 to 316, 3. 
The arguments of St. Gregory refer to the physis. That is, he is arguing from 
a consideration of the attributes, characteristics, and properties of the Divinity. 
31. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 472 AB; GNO 2, 316, 19-24. 
32. LNPF 5; 103; PG 45, 472 BC; GNO 2, 317, 7-12. 
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It can be noted that the two elements (coeternity and unity) 
are necessary for the proof. That is to say, coeternity alone 
does not prove the Divinity of the Son, as some gnostics had in 
fact maintained that matter is coeternal with G o d 3 3 . On the 
other hand, «to be contemplated in (£v9ea>Q£io8ai)» the Father 
still leaves the way open for a Sabellianistic interpretation (the 
same God changing roles at distinct points of time) if the coe-
ternity were not admitted. Eunomius denied both the Son was 
created at a point of time (not coeternal) and he is a creature 
of the Father (he is not contemplated in). So by refuting the 
Eunomian position in this manner, St. Gregory also avoids 
gnostic and Sabellian misinterpretations. 
The points of departure of St. Gregory's arguments are the 
immutability of God (therefore his perfection) and the fact that 
he is Father (implying the Son necessarily). The immutability 
of the Divine nature is a position accepted by Eunomius, but 
interpreted to the effect that consequently, God cannot generate 
a Son of the same nature. That God is Father is not accepted 
by Eunomius (for which reason he cannot interpret the genera-
tion of God as immanent), and in its stead he puts the concept 
of agennesia (which he interprets as creation), thus implying 
that the Son, being gennetos, is created. The equivocal use of 
the terms agenetos and agennetos is capitalized on by the 
Eunomians 3 4 . 
33. Commenting on Tertullian's Adv Hermog., 44, Bethune-Baker explains, 
«Hermogenes taught that the only hypothesis as to the creation of the world 
which could be maintained, in view of objections based on the existence of evil, 
was the hypothesis of the eternal existence of matter. There was thus always 
the subtantia of God. and the substantia of matter out of which God created 
the world» (o.c, 15). Cfr. also, S.Th., I, q. 46, a. 2, on the hypothesis of the 
eternity of creation. 
34. Lampe (o.c, 15) points out that in many manuscripts, the term àYÉwr|-
toç es often confused with a similar term, àYévnroç; and that the confusion of 
these two terms was taken advantage of by the Arians. 'AYévnxoç, Which 
means unoriginate or uncreated and implies eternal préexistence, was a term 
used by the Greek philosphers to refer to various entities which they considered 
as having no origin (the soul, matter). This use was later modified by the early 
Christian writers, pointing out that to be unoriginate is strictly applicable only 
to God. This word was therefore used by the early Christian writers to refer to 
God and, of course, to the Son, to the Holy Spirit and to the Blessed Trinity. 
Simultaneously, the word àYéwr|TOç, or ungenerate, was frequently used inter-
changeably with cV/évriToç. With the Arian heresy, the Greek Fathers became 
more careful in distinguishing between the two terms, although even in the pre-
Nicene writers, the words were not always used synonymously. 
When we study the concept of generation of St. Gregory of Nyssa, we shall 
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The position that the Son, who is «excellent and beyond all 
excellency», is contemplated in the Father, who is «Excellent 
and the fountain of excellence)), departs from a Platonic stand-
point (God as the source of all perfection, in which the perfec-
tion found in creatures is a participation). But the value of the 
preposition in (ev) (Cfr. Exegesis of Ioh 10, 14) does not 
reduce the Son to a creature who participates in the perfection 
of God. St. Gregory clearly says that he does not participate: 
«For it does not perceive any other good outside itself, by par-
ticipation (nata. netouaCav) in which it could acquire any acce-
sion» 3 5 . He also says that the Son is not just a being with 
certain perfections but perfection itself («excellent and beyond 
all excellency))). The preposition in seems to imply identity, 
such that the Son (excellent) is contemplated in the Father 
(source of excellency) not as participating but as identified 3 6 . 
But aside from proving the Divinity of the Son and of the 
Holy Spirit, St. Gregory will utilizate the results of this 
demonstration to present a rationale for the union and distinc-
tion expressed in the Trinitarian formula utilizing what was 
probably a standard orthodox argument against the Arians, and 
already formulated by Alexander of Alexandria: «And how, if 
the Son is the Word and Wisdom of God, was there a time 
when God was without reason and wisdom (&\oyo<z xai 
rioocpoc,)?))38. 
see how he argues against the use of the term &ytvvr\xoc, to express the essence 
of the Divinity and how he understands this word as applied to the Father and 
to the Son. For now, it is sufficient to state that in the orthodox view, the word 
&y£vvr|To<; does not express the essence of the Divinity but the relationship of 
the First to the Second Person of the Blessed Trinity. 
35. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 472B; GNO 2, 316,23. 
36. Here St. Gregory seems to express the position that the attributes of 
God are identified with God himself on the basis of God's perfection. He 
moreover, equates the Son to these attributes, in accordance with the Origenis-
tic position that the Logos reveals God: «Imago ergo est invisibilis Dei Patris 
Salvator noster, quantum ad ipsium quidem Patrem Veritas, quantum autem 
ad nos quibus revelat Patrem, imago est per quam cognoscimus Patrem, quern 
nemo alius novit nisi Filius, et cui voluerit Filius revelare. Revelat autem per 
hoc quod ipse intelligitur. A quo ipse enim fuerit intellectus consequenter inte-
lligitur et Pater, secundum hoc quod ipse dixit: 'Qui me vidit, vidit et 
Patrem'» (ORIGENES, Periarchon, I , 26; PG 11, 135B). 
37. This rationale is already latent in Origen's position described above. 
38. ALEXANDER OF ALEXANDRIA, Ep. 2, 4; PG 18, 576B. Cfr. ANF 6, 
297. 
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St. Gregory's version is the following: 
For if the Son, as the Scripture saith, is the Power of 
God, and Wisdom, and Truth, and Light, and Sanctifi-
cation, and Peace, and Life, and the like, then before 
the Son existed, according to the view of the heretics^ 
these things also had no existence at all. And if these 
things and no existence they must certainly conceive the 
bosom of the Father to have been devoid (xevôv) of 
such excellencies (jtdvxcoç xoôv X O I O U X O D V àyaScôv) 3 9 . 
That St. Gregory is presenting a possible rationale for the 
doctrine of the Blessed Trinity is indicated by his utilization of 
causal adverbs thrice in his exposition. He says: 
To the end ((bç dv) then, that the Father might not be 
conceived as destitute of the excellencies which are His 
own, (...) the faith (jtîoxiç) concerning the Son is neces-
sarily included in our Lord's utterance with the con-
templation of the eternity of the Father. And for this 
reason he passes over all those names which are emplo-
yed to indicate the transcendent nature (imeoxeinevric 
<pûoea>ç) and delivers to us as part of our profession of 
faith the title «Father» as better suited to indicate the 
t ru th 4 0 . (...) For which reason (ôid xoûxô) we say that 
to the holy disciples the mystery of godliness was com-
mitted in a form expressing at once union and dis-
tinction 4 1 . 
He does not «rationalize» the mystery of the Blessed Tri-
nity in the sense of demostrating or proving it, through this 
explanation. It will be noted that in the series of arguments to 
prove the unity and coeternity of the Son with the Father, one 
of his premises is a premise of Faith: that the name revealed to 
us is «Father». And it is from the consideration of the meaning 
of this title that he deduces the coeternity of the Son. 
What he does is to present a ratio convenientiae, a certain 
rationale for the Trinitarian formula of unity and distinction, 
39. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 469D-472A; GNO 2, 316, 5-10. 
40. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 472A; GNO 2, 316, 10-17. 
41. LNPF 5, 103; PG 45, 472C; GNO 2,317, 17-19. For the meanings of 
these adverbs and their uses, Cfr. Liddell and Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, 
Oxford 1968,389, 1979, 2038. 
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which is understandable within the Origenistic tradition of the 
ineffability of God the Father, and the position that the Son 
manifests the Father to us. He thereby completes his doctrine 
on the ineffability of the One name so as not to fall into an 
«agnosticism» of the Divine nature. The Divine nature is inef-
fable, and whatever our intelligence can discover about the 
Divinity is to be applied equally to the three persons. But the 
Trinitarian formula itself suggests that we are not to conceive 
the ineffability as arising from a poverty of attributes, but rat-
her from its richness. All the scriptural titles of the Son, «every 
noble name and conception» (Jtdv dyabdv ovoud xt xai 
V O T J U C O is necessarily contemplated as being in the Father, as 
the Son is in (ev) the Father. The Son manifests the Father (not 
as in Sabellius he manifest the Father in all the richness of con-
ception that we know the Son to be. And so the Trinitarian for-
mula, expressing union and distinction, by nost directly telling 
us anything about God except his unity, tells us through the 
distinction of Persons that the richness of God cannot be 
exhausted by any one concep, or even many together. Thus, St. 
Gregorys's conception of the Blessed Trinity is that the Father 
is Good and inneffable. The Son, united to the Father Coeter-
nally, is God and manifests the Father. The Son is the attribu-
tes of Gog which is identified with God by way of perfection. 
The Holy Spirit is the Spirit of the Son. He is in the Son as 
the Son is in the Father. Therefore he too is Gog. 
This conception clarifies those many passages of St. Gre-
gory here in this work as well as in others where he demonstra-
tes the Divinity of the Son by resorting to one of His titles 
which is identified with the Divinity itself based on God's 
perfection. 
3. Generation in God 
One of the fundamental concepts on which Eunomius bases 
his doctrine of the subordination of the Son to the Father is the 
concept of generation. For him, the essence of the Father is to 
be ungenerate (dyevvriTOc;) whereas the essence of the Son is to 
be generate (yevvr\xòc,). Because the Son is generated (i.e., 
created) the Son is a creature of the Father; but because he is 
primogenitus, he is above all creatures in rank, and deserves a 
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special place in creation (Eunomius limits the «Divinity» of the 
Son to this special dignity). He makes a similar reduction in 
the case of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit is third in rank 
because he is created by the Father through the instrumentality 
of the Son. 
It is at once evident that Eunomimus has a peculiar con-
ception of the term «generation». St. Gregory himself points 
out that what Eunomius does is to confuse creation (xuoic,) for 
generation (yewrioic,). But he does not limit himself to pointing 
out the Eunomian error. He dedicates a good deal of the Refu-
tatio Confessionis Eunomii to making a systematic study of the 
various senses in which the concept of generation can be 
applied to God. In this section, we shall see how St. Gregory 
utilizes the concept of generation to demonstrate the Divinity of 
the Son. Towards the end we shall analyze the relation of this 
concept to the procession of the Holy Spirit. 
a. The distinction between First-born and Only-begotten 
The Arian arguments utilizing certain scriptural passages in 
which Jesus Christ speaks of himself as being in some way 
inferior to the Father, is well known; and the orthodox writers 
before St. Gregory are already concerned with explaining these 
scriptural passages according to the faith. It seems that Euno-
mius himself does not add new interpretations to the existing 
Arian scriptural «dossiers» 4 2 , so it is not surprising that in his 
refutation of Eunomius, St. Gregory should rely on the same 
orthodox principles. This bascially consists of making a distinc-
tion between the pre-temporal Logos and the temporal Logos 
(i.e., between the Divinity of Christ and his Humanity). The 
most important passages are those which refer to Christ as the 
«First-bora of all création» (Col 1, 15) and those in which 
Wisdom speaks of itself saying, «The Lord created me as the 
beginning of his ways» (Prv 8, 22). There are clear references 
42. Referring to Prv 8, 22, van Parys points out: «// ne nous propose 
jamais une interprétation personnelle de ce texte, qu'il semble avoir simple-
ment repris des générations ariennes antérieures» (o.c, 179-180). 
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to these two passages in Eunomius' Confession of Faith: «We 
believe also in the Son of God, the Only-begotten God, the 
First-born of all creatures, very Son, not ungenerate, verily 
begotten before the worlds, named Son not without being begot-
ten before he existed, coming into being before all creatures, 
not uncreate» 4 3 . 
In the third chapter of our thesis, we have already em-
phasized the* greater degree* of systematization in St. Gregory's, 
as compared to Athanasius' and Basil's treatment of the same 
passages. For the purposes of this discussion, we only wish to 
point out that from his exegesis, St. Gregory distinguishes two 
generations in Christ: «in 'Only-begotten' we regard the pre-
temporal (rcooaidWiov) and by the 'First-born of creation' the 
manifestation of the pre-temporal in the flesh» 4 4 . Thus there is 
a temporal generation of the Logos, which is the Incarnation; 
and a pre-temporal generation by which He is the natural Son 
of God. 
The temporal generation of the Logos is both a generation 
and a creation. And as a creation, it implies a beginning at a 
point of time and an inferiority of the Son to the Father cha-
racteristics which Eunomius mistakenly applies to the pre-
temporal generation. However, contrary to Eunomius' idea, 
even in the temporal generation, there is no corruption involved 
because of the miraculous character of the virginal concep-
t ion 4 5 . 
b. The generic concept of generation 
Having distinguished between the temporal generation and 
the pre-temporal generation, St. Gregory proceeds to explain in 
what sense the term «génération» can be applied to the pre-
temporal Logos. And due to the importance of this clarification 
in the whole Arian controversy, St. Gregory makes a systema-
tic investigation utilizing the principles of analogy. 
43. EUNOMIUS, Confession of Faith, Appendix I of our thesis. 
44. LNPF 5, 113; PG 45, 505 A; GNO 2, 347, 20-348, 2. 
45. Cfr. LNPF 5, 109; PG 45, 492B; GNO 2, 335, 12-20. 
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As we have seen, St. Gregory's principle of analogy has 
two starting points: scriptural usage and common language. 
Departing from the common language, St. Gregory arrives at 
the generic meaning of the term «generation»: it «conveys the 
meaning of existing as the result of some cause aixiaq 
T \ Aft 
eivai)» . 
It is to be noted that this generic definition does not involve 
any temporal implication. The generic concept of generation 
does not imply a becoming. Nor does it imply any qualitative 
or quantitative difference it does not imply inferiority or supe-
riority. It only implies 1) existence and 2) causality. Causality 
does imply and origin: the effect comes from (¿2;) the cause 4 7 . 
From the generic meaning of the term, St. Gregory goes on 
to see the different ways in which «generation» is further dis-
tinguished in ordinary language. Of these he points out four. 
The first type we may denominate as «artificial genera-
tion», although Gregory himself does not use the term but -
merely describes it. Artificial generation is «the result of mate-
rial (¿1 U ! T | C , ) and art (T£YVTIC , )» 4 8 such as the generation (or 
construction) of houses and fabrics. The second, which St. Gre-
gory denominates as «natural generation» is the «result of 
material and nature (qpuoe{0<;)» 4 9 , such as the generation of ani-
mals and men. The third is generation from «material efflux» 
(¿1 i>X.ixfjc, aitodeoiac,) i n which «the original remains as it 
was before, and that which flows from it is contemplated by 
itself (eavtov xaGoQCtTai), as in the case of the sun and its 
beam, or the lamp and its radiance, or of scent and ointment 
and the quality given off from them» 5 0 . Following St. Gregory's 
46. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 505B; GNO 2, 348,16. 
47. In this sense, the Son is caused by the Father. 
This view is expressed more clearly in Quod non sint tres dii: «We do not 
deny the difference in respect of cause (T6 afuov), and that which is caused 
(afriacov), by which alone we apprehend that one (Person) (T6 ETEOOV) is dis-
tinguished from another; by our belief, that is, that one is the Cause (attiov) 
and another is of the Cause (EX TOV aixiov) and again in that which is of the 
Cause we recognize another distinction. For one is directly from (JIQOOEXWC; E X ) 
the firts Cause, and another by that which is directly from the first Cause» 
(LNPF 5, 336; PG 45, 133B). 
48. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 505B; GNO 2, 348, 22-23. 
49. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 505C; GNO 2, 348,25-26. 
50. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 505C; GNO 2, 349, 2. xaeoQchm does not 
figure in Lampe (o.c.) but xa6oQdux6s is translated in Liddell and Scott 
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classification, we can deduce that this third type of generation 
would also be the result of material, but would differ from the 
other two in that there is no intervention of art or nature (in 
the sense of an orderly process), but would rather be the result 
of a spontaneous act, depending solely on the characteristics of 
the original material. Much later he will say that there is no 
«mediator» (5iaoTf)u.aTi) intervening between the original and 
its effulgence. The generated would differ from the original 
since «it is contemplated by itself» (iavxov xaSoooVtai). That 
is, although it ilows spontaneously from the original, it is dis-
tinct from the original and makes the original manifest. 
Finally, St. Gregory speaks of a fourth type of generation 
which we may denominate as "intellectual generation", which is 
the «generation of the word by the mind» where «the cause is 
immaterial and incorporeal, but the generation is sensible and 
takes place through the instrumentality of the body» 5 1 . Here he 
is obviously referring to the spoken word (logos proforikos) 
which, however, is a product of the mind. «For the mind being 
itself incorporeal begets the word by means of sensible instru-
ments» 5 2 . 
And consistent with his analogical principle, he proceeds to 
explain how each of these types of generation apply to God, 
thus refuting Eunomius while clarifying certain theological 
concepts: 
For the inspired teaching adopts, in order to set forth 
the unspeakable power of God, all forms (jtdvTa.. .ei8T|) 
of generation that human intelligence recognizes, yet 
without including the corporeal senses (tdc, acouxxTixdc, 
eixcpaoeic,) attaching to the words 5 3 . 
(o.c, 856) as «able to see into» or «have in view». We think that «to be con-
templated» would be an accurate translation. This also suggests the manifesta-
torv character of the effulgence. 
Lampe (o.c , 206) translates dnoggoia as «emmanation» or «effulgence». 
We have decided to follow the terminology of the LNPF translation. 
51. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 505D; GNO 2, 349, 12. 
52. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 505D; GNO 2, 349, 14-15. 
53. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 508A; GNO 2, 349, 22-26. 
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c. Creative generation 
What is artificial generation in man, is creative generation 
in God. By removing the «corporeal sense» from the concept of 
artificial generation, we form a notion of the «creative power» 
(xaTaoxeuaoTixfjc, Suvduxcoc,) of God, who prescinds of «time, 
place, the functioning of matter, the fitness of instruments, the 
design in the things that come into being» 5 4 and causes the 
things to exist (generation) by his sole will. St. Gregory quotes 
Ps 148, 5: «Не spake the word and they were made, He com­
manded and they were created». Later he specifies further: 
«(...) in the case of God, it is not implied that such generation 
took place by means of any material, affirming that the power 
of God's will (той ЭеогЗ 9елг|[ттос, ...Suvauxv) served for 
material substance, place, time and all such circumstances» 5 5 . 
Thus the creative generation is ex nihilo and it is due solely to 
God's will. There is no necessity in the creative generation, 
and, as he will point out further, it is due to «the goodness (tfj 
&уа66тпт;1) of him who made i t » 5 6 . 
The Son cannot be the terminus of creative generation. And 
the immediate reason he presents (once more in accordance 
with the Eunomian starting point) is that the creation is preci­
sely attributed to the Son who is the Word of God (i.e., that 
which expresses the will). Neither is the Holy Spirit generated 
since He is the breath (that which expresses the Word). St. 
Gregory explains: 
He who has heard that 'by the word of the Lord were 
the heavens made, and all the host of them by the 
54. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 508A; GNO 2, 350,2­3. 
55. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 508B; GNO 2, 350,13­17. 
56. LNPF 5, 120; PG 45, 525C; GNO 2, 367, 3­4. The view that St. 
Gregory identifies ex nihilo with emanation from God, interpreting nihil in the 
light of the ineffability of the divine essence, (Cfr, WOLFSON, H . , «The identifi­
cation of ex nihilo with emanation in Gregory of Nyssa», HThR 63. (1970), 
53­60), is not borne out by this work. While it is true that the divine essence is 
ineffable, St. Gregory here makes a clear distinction between the creative gene­
ration (ex nihilo) and the generation of the Son described by the image of ema­
nation (material efflux). What the ineffableness of God does mean is that no 
one image can exhaust our conception of God. 
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breath of his mouth' (Ps 33, 6) neither understands by 
'word' (Xoyov) mere utterance, nor by 'breath' (jtvetjuo:) 
mere exhalation, but by what is there said frames the con-
ception of God the Word (xov 0e6v Xoyov) and the Spirit 
of God (tot) 9eotJ T6 jrveCuo:)57. 
We of course cannot assign more than a character of attribu-
tion to these statements of St. Gregory since, in another part of 
the RejutatioSi and in his other writings 5 9 he clearly enunciates 
the principle that the Divine works ad extra are due to the three 
Divine Persons together. 
Later, St. Gregory will take and even clearer dogmatic position 
and explain the true meaning of the word generation understood in 
the sense of creation. Creative generation adds to the generic con-
cept of generation the ideas of «becoming» or change. 
For not understanding the true force of the term, that the 
term «ungenerate» (toC dyewfiTotJ) signifies nothing more 
than «not having come into being» (u.f| yr^evvfjoGai) and 
that «not corning into being» (u.f| yev&jGca) is common 
(xoivov) of all that transcends created nature, they drop 
their faith in the Father, and substitute for «Father» the 
phrase «ungenerate» 6 0. 
To be generate in this sense does not apply to the Son nor to 
the Holy Spirit. Not only is the Father ungenerate, but so are the 
Son and the Holy Spirit. St. Gregory thus overcomes the Euno-
mian position by clarifying the distinction between dySvvriToc, 
and dySvTyTOC,6 I. 
d. Natural generation 
Although the concept of artificial generation (creative genera-
tion in the case of God) cannot be applied in the sense of the 
57. L N P F 5, 116; P G 45, 512B; G N O 2, 354, 9-13. 
58. Cfr. L N P F 5, 129; P G 45, 553D;-556A; G N O 2, 393, 19-25. 
59. Cfr. GREGORY OF NYSSA, Quod non sint tres dii, L N P F 5, 334 and 
P G 45, 129B. 
60. L N P F 5, 116; P G 45, 512CD; G N O 2, 354, 25 to 355, 2. Migne has 
(Y£Y£vfjo6ai) makes a clearer distinction of the equivocal term. 
61. See footnote 30. 
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Son beings its terminus, the three other types of generation are 
applicable to the Son provided they are purified of their corpo-
real sense. 
The image of natural generation is applicable to God: 
Here too, when using the term Son, it rejects both all 
else that human nature remarks in generation here 
below, I mean affections and dispositions and the coo-
peration of time and the necessity of place, and above 
all, matter, without which natural generation (yewTjOic, 
E X xi\q cpuoEcoc,) here below does not take place. But 
when all such material, temporal and local existence is 
excluded from the sense of the term «Son», nature 
alone (n6vr| •bKekeiyQi) V) tptiaic,) is left, and for this 
reason by the title «Son» is declared concerning the 
Only-begotten, the close affinity and genuineness of 
relationship (oixeiov xcd Y v i 1 0 | ' o v ) which mark his 
manifestation from the Fa ther 6 2 . 
And this does not detract from the Divinity of the Son 
because natural generation implies community of nature: 
Adam begat a son in his own likeness, after his image 
( T O £ 1 8 0 5 ) (Gen 5 , 3 ) (...) in this case the two objects 
which are alike are not different in nature and the 
impress and type (xaoaxTfip xai T O E1805) imply com-
nity (xoivunaav) 6 3 . 
From these statements we can gather that the concept of 
natural generation adds to the generic concept of «existing from 
a cause» (££ CU'TUXC, Eivai, generation), that the origin and the 
terminus have a common nature. Here St. Gregory approxima-
tes the purified concept of natural generation as origo viventis 
ab alio vivente secundum similitudinem naturae6*. The origo 
62. LNPF 5, 114; PG 45, 508 BC; GNO 2, 350, 13-25 and 351, 1. The 
Greek texts do not specifically mention a «community» of nature (this is the 
LNPF rendering»), but merely «nature». However, the meaning is.the same and 
in other parts he does mention «community of nature». 
63. LNPF 5, 123; PG 45, 536B; GNO 2, 376, 22-25. Lampe (o.c , 1513) 
translates xaoaxtf)Q as «impress, stamp...feature... form». This is the rendering 
in our text. In other works, Gregory will .argue the Divinity of the Son from 
this concept, stressing the perfection of this «image». 
64. Cfr. STh, I, q.27, a.2, c : «(...) sic generatio significat originem ali-
cuius viventis a principio viventi coniuncto (...) sed requiritur ad rationem 
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is to be found in his generic concept of generation, whereas the 
similitudo is the specific quality of natural generation. 
The argument in favor of the Divinity of the Son based on 
his natural generation from God the Father can be traced to 
the Nicene Creed itself. Deum de Deo (Gedv ex 6eou) is not a 
tautology, but expresses the genuiness of the Divinity of the 
Son as the son of man is man man from man 6 5 . And it is an 
image which all the Orthodox writers will utilize to demonstrate 
the Divinity of the Son. In the Refutatio St. Gregory capitali-
zes on this image and stresses that Jesus Christ is the natural 
Son of God and not, as in our case, an adoptive son: 
For the Church believes that the true Father (dX.T|0iv6v 
jrcvrioa) is truly Father (dXtiGcoc, elva...jxaTEQa of his 
own Son (...) For thus he declares in one of his 
(Paul's) epistles, «Who spared not His own Son», 
(Rom 8, 32) distinguishing Him, by the addition of 
«own» (idiou) from those who are counted worthy of 
the adoption of sons by grace (xdoi/u) and not by 
nature (ou qpuaei) 6 6. 
tales generations quod procedat secundum rationem similutidinis in natura eius-
dem speciei, sicut homo procedit ab homine, et equus ab equo». 
65. «Se quiere esclarecer, sin duda, el origen del Hijo afirmando que, 
procediendo de Dios por generación, es Dios (...) No es. pues, un origen vul-
gar de «Criatura de Dios», donde no interviene la generación, sino «Dios de 
Dios», como «hombre de hombre», «animal de animal», que es el esquema de 
todo proceso generativo. 
«La expresión «Dios de Dios» es anterior a los tiempos de Nicea. A princi-
pios del siglo III la encontramos en el apócrifo Hechos de Sto. Tomás, y poco 
más tarde en Orígenes (cita de Panfilo, Apol, 3, PG 17, 560), en su discípulo 
San Gregorio Taumaturo (Símbolo, PG 10, 984) y en Novaciano» (ORTIZ DE 
URBINA, I., O.C, p. 140). 
66. LNPF 5, 109; PG 45, 492A; GNO 2, 334, 25 to 335, 2. 
St. Gregory, of course, clearly distinguishes between the real Divine filiation 
and the Divine filiation of Christians. This is evident in his exegesis of the 
term «First born» and «Only begotten» where he speaks of the Divine filiation 
proper to Christians. Our divine filiation is due to our baptism, which Jesus 
Christ made possible through his own baptism (in his temporal manifestation, 
and not in his pre-temporal existence): «He who for our sakes was 'born among 
us and was partaker of flesh and blood' (Cfr. Heb 1, 14) purposing to change 
us from corruption to incorruption by the birth from above, the birth by water 
and the Spirit, Himself led the way in this birth, drawing down upon the water, 
by His own baptism, the Holy Spirit» (LNPF 5, 112; PG 45, 501C; GNO 2, 
345, 9-14). 
The adoptive divine filiation is therefore attributed by St. Gregory to the 
work of the Holy Spirit: «Who knows not the utterance of the Lord which tells 
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From the many examples and arguments that St. Gregory 
utilizes, the image of natural generation can be seen to have the 
following characteristics: 
1. It implies an origin (the generated is from the Father). 
2. It implies a community of nature. 
3. There is no diminution of the essence of the generator. He 
probably refers here to the specific essence since in his 
examples, he resorts to the definition of the generator and 
the generated to demonstrate that there is no diminution: 
«For both before begetting his child the man was a rational 
animal (£cpov f|v Xoyixov), mortal, capable of intelligence and 
knowledge ^Juoxr|fAr)c;) and also after begetting a man endo-
wed with such qualities» 6 7 . 
4. It implies the subsistance of the generated (The subsistence 
not being the object of the Eunomiam controversy, St. Gre-
gory does not explicitly mention this characteristic. But it is 
implicit in the image itself, and Eunomius himself accepts it 
but makes the subsistent Son subordinate). 
In the Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii, the characteristic 
which St. Gregory capitalizes on most is the community of 
nature. And this is precisely what he needs from the concept in 
order to refute the Eunomian denial of the Divinity of the Son. 
If the Father and the Son have a common nature, then if the 
Father is Divine (God), the Son too must be Divine, just as 
the father of a man (having human nature) must have a son (a 
natural son) of the same nature 6 8 . 
We can also observe that St. Gregory does not overreach 
the limits of this analogy. By stating that the Father and the 
Son have a community of nature, he has a sufficient argument 
against Eunomius' denial of the Son's Divinity. Thus he does 
us that they who are born of the Spirit are children of God? For thus He 
expressly ascribes the birth of the children of God to the Spirit, saying, that as 
that which is born of the flesh is flesh, so that which is born of the Spirit is 
spirit. But as many as are born of the Spirit are called the children of God» 
(LNPF 5, 129; PG 45, 553C; GNO 2, 393, 8-14) St. Gregory's purpose in 
this passage is not to illustrate the nature of our divine filiation. He presuppo-
ses it, in order to prove that the Holy Spirit is divine, being the source of our 
own divinization. 
67. LNPF 5, 109; PG 45, 492D; GNO 2, 336, 16-18. 
68. Cfr. Supra, footnote 61. 
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not conclude the identity of individual nature 6 9 from this ana­
logy, but he will arrive at it through other means. 
He arrives at this identify through the Faith and also 
through the consideration that the Divinity, by its excellence, 
can only be one. That is, to have a common divine nature is to 
have the same divine nature since there is only one divine 
nature: 
For he who truly believes in the one sees in the one 
Him Who is completely united (tf|v(DU­evov) with Him in 
truth, and deity, and essence (otioiq.) and life, and wis­
dom and in everything whatsoever (xal naaiv djta­
|аяХ<5с,): or, if he does not see in the one Him Who is 
all these it is in nothing that he believes 7 0 . 
And in the exegesis of Ioh 14,9.10, Gregory presents une­
quivocal statements regarding the numerical unity of the God­
head: 
(...) for we who are initiated into the mystery of godli­
ness (ц^отаусоуоицеуоь) by the Divinely inspired words 
of the Scripture do not see between the Father and the 
Son a partnership of Godhead (xoivcovCav бебтптас,), 
but unity (evdrrrra) 7 1 . 
For it «he that hath seen the Son seeth the Father» 
(Ioh 14, 9) then the Father begat another self (dXXov 
iavxbv), not passing out of Himself (5vxt iavxov ¿ £ 1 0 ­
tdjAevoc,) and at the same time appearing in His fulness 
( 6 X 0 ? . ) in H i m 7 2 . 
The first statement shows that he does not limit his concep­
tion to «community» of Godhead, but he goes to assert the 
«unity». And the second statement could not be clearer. The 
Son is another self (dXXov emrtov) of the Father. In both cases 
69. From the concept of generation, one can only arrive as far as to 
demostrate a community of nature (specific unity). This, however, is sufficient 
to prove the Divinity of the Son. «Non enim vere fìlius potest dici quod ab 
alio gignitur, etiam si de substantia generantis nascatur, nisi in similem spe-
ciem generantis procedat: oportet enim quod fllius hominis homo sit. Si igitur 
Christus est verus Filius Dei, oportet quod sit verus Deus» (CG IV, c. 7). 
70. LNPF 5, 104­105; PG 45, 477AB; GNO 2, 322, 9­13. 
71. LNPF 5, 107; PG 45, 484C; GNO 2, 328, 16­19. 
72. LNPF 5,110; PG 45.493B; GNO 2,337, 18­20. 
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it can be noted that his conclusion is not based on the purely 
rational consideration of the concept of natural generation, but 
on the Revelation. 
St. Gregory ends his exposition on the image of natural 
generation with an interesting remark which calls to mind the 
limitation of the image of natural generation with respect to the 
unity O F God: «And since such a kind of generation (natural 
generation) was not sufficient to implant in us an adequate 
notion O F the ineffable mode O F subsistence (xfjc, DFJFVIITO'O 
...•UJi&OJJETOC,) of the Only-begotten, Scripture avails itself also 
O F the third kind O F generation to indicate the doctrine of the 
Son's Divinity» 7 3 . This statement is consistent with his view 
that the Divine nature is ineffable. No single image is sufficient 
to express the mystery, so that other images have to be utiliz-
ed, and even then, the mystery remains obscure. 
e. Material efflux 
St. Gregory also resorts to the image of material efflux. 
Applying his rule O F removing the corporeal sense from the 
image, he arrives at what he considers the purified concept of 
material efflux O R effulgence as applied T O the Son: « ( T O be) 
from something and ( T O be) with something)) (¿1 aikofl xz xai 
[iex' R X U T O I ) ) 7 4 . And he specifies further: 
By such a mode O F generation is indicated this alone, 
that the Son is O F (¿1) the Father and is conceived O F 
along with Him ( n e t ' dxeivou voetoSai), N O interval 
intervening between the Father and Him Who is O F (¿1) 
the Fa the r 7 5 . 
Now since the generic concept of generation already men-
tions the aspect of being from,- it seems that what St. Gregory 
emphasizes in addition is the aspect O F being with (u-eta) That 
73. LNPF 5,114; PG 45.508C; GNO 2,351, 1-5. 
74. LNPF 5, 115; PG 45, 508D; GNO 2, 351, 15. The LNPF translation 
reads «an existence at once derived from and subsisting with the Father». Alt-
hough this may convey the same meaning in the whole context of the work, at 
this stage of the discussion, the interest of St. Gregory is to arrive at the abs-
tract concept of material effulgence. 
The Greek texts do not use any verb, but we have inserted the verb «to be» 
to make the meaning clearer. This is justified by the generic concept of genera-
tion as ^existing from a cause». 
75. LNPF 5, 115; PG 45, 509A; GNO 2, 351, 21-25. 
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is, over the image of natural generation, the image of material 
effulgence emphasizes unity and identification. Based on St. 
Gregory's own examples and the previous history of the image, 
this mode of generation can be characterized by 7 6 : 
1. The derivation of what flows from the original substance. 
2. The preservation of the original material, without diminu-
tion. 
3. The manifestatory character of the effulgence. 
4. The absence of intervening factors between the effulgence 
and the original. 
5. The necessity of the effulgence. 
On the other hand, the image is not free of a Sabellianistic 
interpretation because it does not imply the subsistence of the 
effulgence 1 1 . But within St. Gregory's system of use (i.e., con-
centrating only on the positive aspects which can be applied to 
the Divinity), the image falls within Orthodox conception. And 
it is precisely one of the images, together with that of natural 
generation, which gave rise to the Nicene homoousios 7 8 . 
76. To the image of material efflux can be classed the Nicean phrase lumen de 
lumine (<pd>s hi qxoroc), which already finds its way in the Pre-Nicene Fathers. 
Hippolytus of Rome utilizes the image against the monarchist Noetus: «1 do not 
mean as two gods, but as light from light (d>c cpw? £x qxorAc), or as water from the 
fountain (rtirffjc), or as the ray (cbcxiva) from the sun» (Contra Haerisim Noen, 
PG 10, 817C). 
It will later be found in the writings of Clement of Alexandria and Origen. In his 
monographic work on the Nicene Creed, Ortiz de Urbina traces the development of 
this image from the Apologist Fathers to its final inclusion in the Nicene Creed. In 
the process, the following characteristics of this image are brought to light: 
1. its manifestatory character, 
2. a distinction based on derivation, which does not imply separation, 
3. the preservation of the original. (Cfr. ORTIZ DE URBINA, I., El Simbolo Niceno, 
Madrid 1947, 141-142). 
The other characteristics enumerated in our text can be inferred from the exam-
ples that St. Gregory utilizes: light, odor. It is interesting to note that St. Gregory 
does not include the flow of water from a fountain as an example of material 
efflux, in spite of earlier precedents in the development of the image. His concep-
tion of material efflux precisely stresses that the original substance is neither aug-
mented nor diminished by the flow. Thus the Arian argument which St. Thomas 
mentions but does not answer does not apply to St. Gregory's conception: «Neque 
iterum potest dico quod natura divina per quondam exuberantiam ejjluat a Patre 
in Filium, sicut aqua fontis effluit in rivum et fons non evacuatur: quia natura 
divina, sicut non potest dividi, it nec augeri» (CG IV, c. 10). 
77. Cfr. HARL, M., o.c, 217. 
78. Thus Origen: «Sic Siihilominus et secundum similitudinem corporalis 
aporrhaeae, esse dicitur aporrhaea gloriae Omnipotentis pura quaedam et sincera. 
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Aside from stressing the unity and identification of the ori­
gin and the effulgence, this image also stresses the necessity of 
the effulgence and its manifestatory character. It thus distin­
guishes the generation of the Logos from creative generation 
(the Son is not due to the goodness of the Father, but is neces­
sarily generated). And it is also in keeping with St. Gregory's 
rationale for the trinitarian formula as a means by which God 
manifests himself to us. 
/ Intellectual generation 
Finally, St. Gregory resorts to the image of intellectual 
generation which, however, he does not capitalize on. He limits 
his observation to the following: 
And here the sublime John uses remarkable foresight. 
That the reader might not through inattention and 
unworthy conceptions sink to the common notion of 
«word» (Xoyou) so as to deem the Son to be merely a 
voice O F the Father, he therefore affirms of the Word, 
that he essentially subsisted (то х а т ' O T I O I A V eivcu) in 
the first and blessed nature itself (TTJ Л О Ш Т Г ] xal (mxa­
Qia qnjoei) thus proclaiming aloud, «In the Beginning 
was the Word, and with God, and God, and Light, and 
Life», and all that the Beginning is ( J T D V T A . . . £ O T I V n, 
А О Х Ч ) the Word was also 7 9 . 
Anticipating the subsequent theological elaboration of this 
image, we can say that it has the following characteristics 8 0 : 
1. It stresses the distinction of the Son from the Father, as the 
word is distinct from the mind that generates it. 
2. It stresses the unity of the Son with the Father, since the 
word is generated immanently. 
Quae utraque similitudinis manifestissime ostendunt communionem substantiae 
esse Filio cum Patre. Aporrhoea enim óu.oot>aioi; videtur, id est unius substan­
tiae cum ilio corpore ex quo est vel aporrhoea, vel vapor» (ORIGINES, In Hebr 
(frag.). PG 14. 1308 CD). 
And Athanasius: «But the Radiance (àjiavyaoua) from the Light, and offspring 
from fountain (JTNYFÌQ), and Son from Father, how can these be so fitly expressed 
as by homoousios (óuooùoiov)? (De syn. 41; PG 26, 766c. 
79. LNPF 5, 115; PG 45, 509 AB; GNO 2, 352, 3­10. 
80. Cfr. CG IV, c. 11. 
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3. It stresses the necessity of the Son's generation from the 
Father, since the highest form of activity (in this case, intel­
lectual activity) is to be necessarily attributed to God. 
4. It indicates the manifestatory character of the generation of 
the Son, since the word (God's knowledge of himself) mani­
fests what is in the mind. 
5. Finally, it will enable us to distinguish the procession of the 
Son (per modum similitudinis) from the procession of the 
Holy Spirit (per modum amoris). 
In the Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii, St. Gregory does 
not touch any of these points but limits himself to safeguarding 
the subsistence of the Son, aware of a tendency that the term 
might be understood according to an unworthy conception, sin­
king to the common notion of the term «word». Given the pre­
dominantly prophorical interpretation of the term, he is careful 
to stress, like other Father of the Church before him, that the 
Word subsists in the Father 8 1 . Without this safeguard of 
course, all the characteristics we have previously mentioned do 
not defend the Divinity of the Son. 
But we can look for some more reasons for St. Gregory's 
hesitation to delve into this image 8 2 . 
In the first place, in order to develop the concept of inte­
llectual generation and apply it to God, it is necessary to exa­
81. Cfr. ALONSO, J.M., «Jesucrito III», GER 13, 438. 
82. In the Oratio Catechetica Magna, on the other hand, the utilizes this 
image to show the necessity, the distinction and the unity of the Logos: «For 
he who admits that God is not without logos (u,f| dA.oyov) will agree that a 
being who is not without logos (цт| aXoyov) certainly possesses Logos. (...) 
But just as in transcendent nature (imegxeiuivr|c; qruoEmc;), through the great­
ness of the subject contemplated, everything that is said about it is elevated 
with it. Therefore though mention be made of God's word it will not be thought 
of as having its realization in the utterance of what is spoken, and as then 
vanishing away, like our speech, into the non­existent. On the contrary, as our 
nature, liable as it is to come to an end, is embued with speech which likewise 
comes to and end. so that imperishable and ever­existing nature (йфвартос; xm dci 
...yvoiq) has eternal and substantial speech (atSiov ...xai йфЕстйта...Х6уоу). 
«(...) As in our own case we say that the word is from the mind (EX той 
voii), and no more entirely the same as the mind, than altogether other than it 
(for, by its being from it (£ | £XEIVOV eivai) it is something else and not it; still 
by its bringing the mind in evidence it can no longer be considered as something 
other than it (exeoov лао ' EXEIVO); and so it is in its essence (хата tf|v <pvoiv) 
one (EV) with the mind, while as a subject (тер vutoxeiuivco) it is different) (...) 
(LNPF 5, 475­476, Srawley, 7, 8, 12; PG 45, 13­17). 
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mine the psychology of our understanding. And there are indi-
cations in this work that St. Gregory avoids the subject. For 
example, when he talks about the different types of «likeness» 
utilized in Sacred Scriptures and mentions the likeness between 
God and man, he does not mention that this likeness is due to 
the spiritual soul of man, but merely comments, «1 do not sup-
pose that Eunomius would discern this kind of likeness between 
the Father and the Son, so as to make out the Only-begotten 
God to be identical with man» 8 3 . But with respect to the other 
types of «likeness» the penetrates more deeply and says that 
«deceptive similarity» (djtaxT)X,f|v 6|xoi6TT)ta) is «by virtue of 
some accidental resemblance» (reaoejiouivarv 6u.oiot>o8ai) 8 4 
and then again, that the likeness arising from natural gene-
ration is based on «community of nature». 
Another possible motive is the neo-platonic history of the term. 
Regardless of the question of how far St. Gregory has allowed 
himself to be influenced by neo-platonic tendencies (many of 
whose tenets and vocabulary was by then common heritage), in the 
Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii there is at least an indication that 
he deliberately avoids identifying platonism with Christianity. And 
he accuses Eunomius of possibly falling into this. 
But if, leaving the Father, he speaks of another Almighty, 
he is speaking the language of the Jews or following the 
speculations of Plato, for they say that that philosopher 
also affirms that there exists on high a maker and crea-
tor of certain subordinate gods (neo-platonic). As then 
in the case of the Jewish and Platonic opinions he who 
does not believe in God the Father is not a Christian, 
even though in his creed he asserts an Almighty God, 
so Eunomius also falsely pretends to the name of Chris-
tian, being in inclination a Jew, or asserting the doctri-
nes of the Greeks while putting on the guise of the title 
borne by Christians 8 5 . 
And so, while accepting the image of the Word, above all 
because it is utilized by the Sacred Scriptures, he limits himself 
to safeguarding the dignity of the Son which might be undermi-
ned by a neo-platonic understanding of the image. 
83. LNPF 5, 123; PG 45, 536B; GNO 2, 376, 18-20. 
84. LNPF 5, 123; PG 45, 536A; GNO 2, 376,11. 
85. LNPF 5, 108; PG 45, 488C; GNO 2, 332, 4-14. 
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g. The generation of the Son and the procession 
of the Holy Spirit 
Having seen St. Gregory's conception of generation as 
applied to God, we can now examine whether in the Refutatio 
Confessionis Eunomii St. Gregory is able to distinguish bet-
ween the Son and the Holy Spirit on the basis of this concept. 
In other words, the question is whether he distinguishes bet-
ween the procession of the Holy Spirit (what subsequent theo-
logy will refer to as «spiration») and the procession of the Son 
(or «generation»). 
In the first place, it is evident throughout the text that St. 
Gregory does not confuse the Son and the Holy Spirit. There 
are a number of very clear passages on this point. 
St. Gregory presents as the rock bottom foundation to 
defend the Divinity of the Son, the baptismal formula con-
tained in Mt 28, 19: «We believe, then, even as the Lord set 
forth the Faith to His Disciples, when He said, 'Go, teach all 
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the 
Son, and of the Holy Ghos t ' » 8 6 . And a little later, he restates 
the baptismal formula adding the clarification, «Our belief in 
Him is distinguished into belief in the Father, the Son and the 
Holy Ghost; He is divided without separation, and united wit-
hout confusion» 8 7 . 
The texts which he uses to defend the Divinity of the Son, 
taking for granted that the Son is really distinct from the Fat-
her (this latter doctrine not being the main object of the Arian 
controversy), he will also use to defend the divinity of the Holy 
Spirit, offering parallel arguments in both cases. Thus, his rea-
soning with respect to the Son is the following: «So, then, 
everything that is excellent and good is always contemplated in 
the fountain of excellency. But the Only-begotten God, 'Who is 
in the bosom of the Father' is excellent, and beyond all exce-
l lency» 8 8 . And his reasoning with respect to the Holy Spirit is 
similar: «And if there is anything whatsoever blessed, unsullied, 
86. LNPF 5, 101; PG 45, 468B; GNO 2, 313, 9-13. 
87. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 469B; GNO 2, 315, 2-3. 
88. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 469CD; GNO 2, 315, 25-27. 
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true and good, associated with Him and in Him, we see of 
necessity that the good and Holy Spirit must belong to 
H i m » 8 9 . 
It is clear, therefore, that just as on the basis of the baptis-
mal formula St. Gregory does not confuse the Father and the 
Son, he likewise does not confuse the Holy Spirit with either 
the Father or the Son. The clear formulations of this can be 
found in the trinitarian formulas we have already seen. 
But does he distinguish between the procession of the Holy 
Spirit and the generation of the Son? A number of texts in the 
Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii can help us to clarify this 
point. 
Throughout the text, he has utilized the word «procession» 
with respect to the origin of the Holy Spirit, but he does not 
resort to it when speaking of the origin of the Son. The text 
cites Ioh 25, 26, and he uses the word in question to prove the 
divinity of the Holy Spirit since the Sacred Scriptures do not 
use the term with respect to anything in creation: «For when 
the Lord said 'The Spirit of Truth', He immediately added, 
'Which proceedeth from the Father', a fact which the voice of 
the Lord never asserted of any conceivable thing in crea-
tion...» 9 0 . It is to be noted that he does not deny the use of the 
word «procession» with respect to the Son, although he does 
not utilize it in his arguments to prove the divinity of the 
Son 9 1 . He does deny it of all creation, «visible and invisible», 
and makes it a special mark of the divine origin of the Holy 
Spirit. The antithesis then is between procession and creation, 
and not between procession and generation. 
It seems, moreover, that he distinguishes between the pro-
cession of the Holy Spirit and the generation of the Son, and 
not only with respect to their terminus, but with respect to the 
mode of origin itself. It is significant that, throughout his whole 
exposition to defend the Divinity of the Holy Spirit, he does 
not resort to the use of the concept of generation, although, 
through other means, he arrives at the same conclusion: that is, 
89. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 472B; GNO 2, 317, 1-5. 
90. LNPF 5, 129; PG 45, 552D; GNO 2, 392, 5-7. 
91. The term «procession» refers to both the generation and the spiration 
(Gfr. STh, I, q.27, a. 1-5). 
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the community of nature of the Holy Spirit with both the Fa-
ther and the Son. And, on the other hand, throughout his expo-
sition on the divinity of the Son, he does not utilize the word 
«procession». 
St. Gregory arrives at the conclusion that the Holy Spirit 
has a community of nature with the Father and the Son mainly 
through scriptural arguments and the use of the principle agere 
sequitur esse. One of a series of exegetical arguments he utili-
zes consists of showing that the Sacred Scriptures attribute 
equally, on separate occasions, the same phrase attributed to 
God: 
... through the prophet Isaias it is attested, as to the 
manifestation of the Divine appearance vouchsafed to 
him, when he saw Him that sat 'on the throne high and 
lifted up' (Is 6, 1): the older tradition, it is true says 
that it was the Father Who appeared to him, but the 
evangelist John refers the prophecy to our Lord, saying, 
touching those of the Jews who did not believe the 
words uttered by the prophet concerning the Lord, 
'These things said Isaias, when he saw His glory and 
spake of Him' (Ioh 12, 41). But the mighty Paul attri-
butes the same passage to the Holy Spirit in his speech 
made to the Jews at Rome when he says, 'Well spake 
the Holy Ghost by Isaias the prophet concerning you, 
saying, Hearing, ye shall hear and shall not understand 
(Act 28, 25, 26), showing in my opinion, by Holy 
Scripture itself, that every specially divine vision, every 
theophany, every word uttered in the Person of God (¿5* 
jtQoocimo'O Geot)), is to be understood to refer to the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spiri t 9 2 . 
As for the arguments of St. Gregory to prove the commu-
nity of nature of the Holy Spirit with the other two persons 
based on the principle agere sequitur esse we can present the 
following passages: «For just as, if anything should perform the 
functions of fire, shining and warming in precisely the same way, 
92. LNPF 5, 129; PG 45, 553D; GNO 2, 393, 19-25 and 394, 1-9. Aside 
from demonstrating the Divinity of the Holy Spirit, this passage also indicates 
the principle that the works ad extra are attributed properly to the Blessed Tri-
nity. We can also notice the development of terminology in St. Gregory's use 
of the phrase «in the Person (prosopon) of God». 
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it is itself certainly fire, so if the Spirit does the works of the 
Father, he must assuredly be acknowledged to be of the same 
identity of operations it results assuredly that the Spirit is not 
nature with Him (...). Acordingly, from thealien from the nature 
of the Father and the Son (...) community of nature (фйоешс, 
xoivcovía) gives us warrant that the will of the Father, of the 
Son, and of the Holy Ghost is one, and thus, if the Holy Spirit 
will that which seems good to the Son, the community of will 
(éxeüvo боилетси) clearly points to the unity of essence (tf)v 
щс, oíiaías evÓTnTa)» 9 3 . 
Thus, St. Gregory arrives at the same conclusion with respect 
to the Holy Spirit, on the basis of Sacred Scriptures and the ope­
rations .attributed by the Sacred Scriptures to the Holy Spirit, as 
he does in the case of the Son with respect to the use of the con­
cept of natural generation (i.e., community of nature with the 
Divine nature). It is in this light, I think, that we can properly 
understand his use of the term «homogeneous» (óu­oveves) when 
speaking of the Son and the Holy Spirit. He resorts to this term in 
order, precisely, to avoid confusing the procession of the Holy Spi­
rit with the generation of the Son which would lead to the erro­
neous conclusion that they are brothers (a6eXq>oi). 
It is true that we learn from Holy Scripture not to 
speak of the Holy Ghost as brother of the Son: but that 
we are not to say that the Holy Ghost is homogeneous 
(óuoYevfcc,) with the Son, is nowhere shown in the 
Divine Scriptures (...) Accordingly the word of godli­
ness agrees in affirming that we ought not to regard any 
kind of brotherhood as attaching to the Only­begotten; 
but to say that the Spirit is not homogeneous with the 
Son, the upringht with the upright, the good with the 
good, the life­giving with the life­giving, this has been 
clearly demonstrated by logical inference (той ХоусО 
áxoXoveeíag) to be a piece of heretical knavery 9 4 . 
The use of the term «homogeneous» can be explained consi­
dering that: 
1. It comes immediately after the refutation of Eunomius' sta­
tement that the Son is «Only begotten, not having any bro­
93. LNPF 5, 132; PG 45, 564BC; GNO 2, 402, 16­19, 24­26 and 403, 2­6. 
94. LNPF 5, 131, PG 45, 560D­561A; GNO 2, 399, 26 to 400, 14. 
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ther begotten with him (ouoYEVf))^- The intention of St. 
Gregory being to contradict this attempt of Eunomius to 
subordinate the Holy Spirit to the Son, it should not be sur-
prising that he resorts to the same term ( 6 H O Y E V E C , ) denied 
by Eunomius of the Holy Spirit, but explaining it in an or-
thodox manner. 
2. St. Gregory speaks here of «homogeneity» as opposed to 
«non-homogeneity». There is no suggestion that he is speak-
ing of «homogeneity» as opposed to the homoousion. As is 
obvious from his statement, his direct intention (in recto) is 
to stress the community of nature between the Holy Spirit 
and the Son, and he believes that this can be expressed, or 
at least the expression is not forbidden by the Sacred Scrip-
tures, by the word homogeneous, provided we do not main-
tain that the Father were to generate two sons. 
What then is his idea of the procession of the Holy Spirit? 
In the Refutatio, St. Gregory does not delve systematically into 
the meaning of procession, in the same manner that he had 
dealt with the concept of generation. However, there are some 
passages which seem to indicate a mode similar to what he had 
earlier referred to as «material efflux». In the Introduction, 
while explaining the baptismal formula and presenting his first 
argument in defense of the Divinity of the Son, he adds: 
And if there is anything whatsoever blessed, unsullied, 
true and good associated with Him and in Him (JTXQI 
auToC xa i ¿v auxcp) we see of necessity (dvaYxaiooc,) 
that the good and holy Spirit must belong to Him, not 
by way of accretion. That Spirit is indisputably a prin-
cely Spirit, a quickening Spirit, the controlling and 
sanctifying force of all creation, the Spirit that 'worketh 
all in all as He wills' (Cfr. 1 Cor 12, 6). Thus we con-
ceive no gap between the anointed Christ and His 
anointing, between the King and His sovereignty, bet-
ween Wisdom and the Spirit of Wisdom, between Truth 
and the Spirit of Truth, between Power and the Spirit 
of Power, but as there is contemplated (EveEfjooovfiE-
vov) from all eternity in the Father the Son, Who is 
Wisdom and Truth, and Counsel, and Might, and 
Knowledge, and Understanding, so there is also contem-
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plated with Him (auvGewoettai) the Holy Spirit, Who 
is the Spirit of Wisdom, and of Truth, and of Counsel, 
and of understanding, and all else that the Son is and is 
cal led 9 5 . 
In this description, the following points can be noted: 
1. He insists that there is no «gap» (6idA.eiu,ua) between the 
Holy Spirit and the Son, just as there is no gap between the 
Father and the Son. 
2. Just as the Son is «contemplated in» (£v6ea)Qoi>uivov) the 
Father from all eternity, so is the Holy Spirit «contemplated 
with» (auv6£0)QEiTai) the Son 9 6 . 
3. The Holy Spirit, «of necessity (dvaYxaiwc,) (...) must 
belong to him, not by way of accretion». 
These three aspects seem to indicate that St. Gregory sees 
much in common between the procession of the Holy Spirit and 
the image of «material efflux» to explain the generation of 
the Son. 
h. Implications of the 'Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii' 
on the Neonicene hypothesis 
Our analysis of St. Gregory's arguments to prove the Divi-
nity of the Son, and his especial concern to demostrate the 
«community of nature» of the three Persons in the Trinity, 
seem to require a deeper investigation into the implications of 
Gregory's statements on the Neonicene hypothesis, first sugges-
ted by Zahn in 1867 and popularized by Harnack in his His-
tory of Dogmas (1886-1888). The hypothesis maintains that 
the Nicene homoousios came to acquire a different meaning (in 
95. LNPF 5, 102-103, PG 45, 472 BC; GNO 2, 317, 1-17. 
96. It is interesting to note that in his other works, St. Gregory utilizes 
these two terms for contemplation, applying the first one also to the Holy Spirit 
with respect to the Son, and the second to the logos with respect to the Father 
(Cfr. LAMPE, G.W.H., o.c. 475 and 1330). 
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the sense of homoiousios) in the Constantinopolitan Creed. 
Whereas in the Nicene Creed it signified a substantial unity of 
the three divine persons, in the Constantinopolitan Creed it 
came to signify a merely specific unity. Or, in other words, 
what was an identity of being came to be a mere likeness of 
individual beings in a common species. That whereas the term 
ousia originally meant the concrete substance, so that homoou-
sios meant unity of substance, it «now got a meaning halfway 
between the abstract 'substance' and the concrete 'individual 
substance'» 9 1 . It no longer meant a unity of substance, but a 
mere unity of nature, a community of substance, or a likeness: 
«The community of substance in the sense of likeness (or equa-
lity) of substance not in that of unity of substance, was from 
this time the orthodox doctrine in the East» 9 8 . 
Among the reasons presented for these assertions is the 
undoubted fact of a change in terminology, by which ousia and 
hypostasis came to be discriminated. Harnack also presents his-
torical events (e.g., the presidency of Meletius, supposedly a 
former semi-Arian, in the Council of Constantinople), and he 
places great importance on the absence of the phrase £x xr\c, 
ououxc, jtaTQOc, and of the Nicene anathemas in the results of 
the Council of Constantinople. 
This position has been ably answered by subsequent inves-
tigators, from different points of view " . 
In this section we only wish to demostrate the implications 
of the Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii on the Neonicene hypo-
97. Quoted en BETHUNE-BAKER, J . , o.c, 10. 
98. Ibid., 7. 
99. Bethune-Baker (o.c.) makes a detailed refutation of various positions. In 
his work he demonstrates how the term ousia signified subtantia in the Nicene 
creed and in the Orthodox writers after the Council of Nicea, especially in 
Meletius and the Cappadocians. He also shows the fallacy of deducing from the 
absence of éx tfj? ovaiac, xuxioóc., that the homoousios came to mean 
homoiousios, since its absence cannot be understood according to an algebrai-
cal process. Its absence simply means that its inclusion was not necessary since 
its meaning was already contained in the homoousios. 
Ortiz de Urbina refutes the Neonicene hypothesis by demonstrating that the 
Fathers of the Nicene Council in the first place, did not have the in recto inten-
tion of defining the numerical unity of the Son with the Father. «(Homoouios) 
significa formal y directamente que el Hijo es de una naturaleza tan divina 
como la del Padre, y este en virtud de la generación unívoca y natural; pero no 
desciende a significar formal y directamente (...) que sean numéricamente 
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thesis. Being based on this work only, we cannot draw final 
conclusions; but we hope that this may serve to partially clarify 
the doctrine of the Bishop of Nyssa on this important question. 
Since we have already analyzed many of the passages we shall 
present here, we refer the reader to the corresponding sections 
of the text for a more detailed analysis of the passages. 
The problem may be viewed from two levels. In the first 
place, how does St. Gregory of Nyssa conceive the reality 
itself of the Unity of God? Is it a substancial and numerical 
unity (a unity of being), or is it a merely specific unity (a unity 
or community of nature)? In the second place, how does he 
conceive the term unity of ousial Is the ousia of God a subs-
tance or is it merely a species, so that the term homoousios 
would imply a mere likeness but not a unity? 
There is an inherent difficulty in demostrating St. Gre-
gory's concept of the unity of God with the Neonicene theory 
in view, because obviously, such phrases as «God is one with 
respect to ousia» or «The one name indicates the one ousia» 
cannot be adduced, since it is precisely the term ousia that is 
being questioned. Neither can we expect to find an expression 
such as the «unity of hypostasis» since it is precisely the work 
of the Cappadocians to give this word the meaning of an indivi-
dual mode of being distinct from ousia. Since we cannot expect 
to find such statements (and in the Cappadocian context this 
would be tantamount to a denial of the Trinity), nor can we 
utilize phrases which speak of a unity of ousia (and much less 
those numerous statements which speak of a community of 
nature) we shall have to locate passages in which the unity of 
God is expressed in less technical terminology. 
The Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii contains texts, related 
to Gregory's exegesis of Ioh 10, 30 and Ioh 14, 9,10 which 
uno» (ORTIZ DE URBINA, I., o.c, 203). On the other hand, he shows that the 
numerical unity of God was firmly maintained, since this is the first article of 
the Creed (Credo in unum Deum) . 
Tixeront agrees with Harnack in that, once the starting point that is taken is 
the Trinity, the Unity necessarily remains a mystery; and that therefore, all the 
explanations to demostrate the unity parting from the trinity, will necessarily be 
incomplete. However, Tixeront demostrates that the Cappadocians maintained 
the numerical unity of God without any doubt (Cfr. TIXERONT, J., History of 
Dogmas, 2, St. Louis 1923, 82-88). 
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clearly speak of the numerical unity of God, but not expressed 
in technical terminology: 
We (...) do not see (oQw^ev) between the Father and 
the Son a community of Godhead (xoivooviov BeoTntoc,) 
but unity ^voxr|xa) inasmuch as the Lord hath taught 
us this by his own words, when he says «1 and the Fat-
her are one» and «He that hath seen me hath seen 
the Father» I 0 ° . 
For we too say that He who has all that belongs to the 
Father ( 6 Jtdvxa xd xov ibiov JTAXOOC, £a>v) is this other 
(dXXoc, IxeTvoc, ¿0x1) save (jiA.f)v) being Father, and that 
He who has all that belongs to the Son ( 6 ndvxa xoti 
viov Ex0™) exhibits in Himself the Son in his complete-
ness (oXov xov tnov) save (JIX.T|V) being generated Son 
(uioc, yeveoGai). (...) For if he that hath seen the Son 
seeth the Father, then the Father begat another self 
(dXXov iavxov), not passing out of Himself (ouxe feouxoij 
££iaxdn,evocJ and appearing in his fulness (6X.0C,) in 
Him 1 0 1 . 
The first text counterposes the two concepts, community OF 
Godhead or unity of Godhead. And Gregory's position is 
clearly in favor of the unity. This distinction is significant when 
we consider those statements in which Gregory asserts a «com-
munity of nature' in the Trinity when explaining the concept of 
generation. But it may still be argued that what Gregory is tal-
king about here is the «Godhead», which is an abstract con-
cept. This however, is clarified in the second quotation which, 
in my opinion, goes to the limits of what can be expressed OF 
the Divine unity without falling into a denial of the Trinity. 
The phrases, not expressed in technical terminology (IT can-
not be otherwise), indicate the numerical unity OF the Father 
and the Son. Gregory says that the Son is «this (the Father) 
other» (dXkoc, incZvoc, ioxi). And the basis for this assertion is 
that the Son has all ( 6 JTDVXA) that belongs to the Father. In 
other words, the basis of this assertion is that the Son does not 
participate, but has all, of the Father. And in order to maintain 
100. LNPF 5, 105; PG 45, 477D; GNO 2, 322, 26 to 323, 2. 
101. LNPF 5, 110; PG 45, 493BC; GNO 2, 337, 11-20. See footnote 41 
of this chapter. 
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the trinitarian doctrine, the only exception to this totality is the 
Sonship itself. 
In the latter phrase, he calls the Son «another self» (dXXov 
eaircov) of the Father. And once again, the basis for this asser-
tion is the «fullness» ( 6 X 0 5 ) of the Son's existing in the Father 
and viceversa. The generation of the Son does not pass outside 
of the Divinity (otfxe eairtou i^iax6.\itvo<;), that is to say, there 
is no participation 1 0 2 . 
Based on these statements, we think that Harnack's posi-
tion that the Cappadocians start from the plurality, reducing the 
mystery to the unity, is not quite true. In this work, we have 
seen that one of the arguments of St. Gregory to prove the 
Divinity of the Son is precisely his unity with the Father (If 
the Son is completely united and coeternal with the Father, 
then he must be God.). He does not say that the Son is God 
and must therefore be united to God the Father. Perhaps it is 
more exact to say that Gregory's starting point (and this is 
more in accordance with his view and method) is the Faith, 
and the Faith is expounded to us in the Sacred Scriptures. Now 
the Sacred Scriptures give us the trinitarian formula, «In the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit», 
which expresses unity and distinction. 
The following passage illustrates that Gregory's starting 
point is the Faith: 
For he who confesses that the Father is always and 
unchangeably the same, being one and only (eva xai 
ixovov ovta) God, holds fast the word of godliness, if 
in the Father he sees the Son, without Whom the Fat-
her neither is or is named >(ou x^QtlS JtatfjQ ovxe ecrav 
OVJTE keylxai)103. 
Gregory's starting point here is the word used to deliver the 
Faith, which is «Father». Thus, his conception of the unity of 
102. The importance of the concept of participation in all of Gregory's 
thought has been studied by Bales. It is participation which distinguishes God 
from creatures: «God possesses (or rather is) every (pure) perfection essen-
tially, whereas the creatures only by participation» (BALAS, D., Metousia 
theou..., 162). Thus, in asserting that the Son and the Holy Spirit do not parti-
cipate the Divine essence but has it whole, he is clearly distinguishing them 
from creatures and asserting their divinity. Cfr. Infra, Appendix, note 8. 
103. LNPF 5, 106; PG 45, 481D; GNO 2, 327, 13-16. 
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God is as absolute as that of Eunomius, but the unity necesse-
rily includes the Son. The kind of unity which he conceives of 
here is not the same kind of unity that we may find in the indi-
viduals of a common species, but an altogether special kind of 
unity in which the Father is eternally and necessarily united to 
the Son. And he presents his position as the Christian doctrine: 
«While a Christian, if he believe not in the Father, is no Chris-
tian at all» 1 0 4 . 
But even if Gregory's concept of the unity of God is clear, 
it can still be asked: «Does he mean a numerical unity when he 
utilizes the term ousial» In other words, granted that Gregory 
conceives of a numerical unity in God, could it not be possible 
that, in order to attract the semi-Arians, he had compromised 
his conception for an equivocity that comes about precisely 
through the introuction of a distinction between the terms ousia 
and hypostasis! 
Indeed, in the Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii there are 
passages which, taken in themselves, may be interpreted in this 
light. For example, at times he seems to be satisfied with arri-
ving at a mere «community of nature» (when he argues for the 
Divinity of the Son based on the concept of generation, or 
when he demostrates the Divinity of the Holy Spirit from the 
divine actions attributed to him). Occasionally, he seems to be 
satisfied with merely demonstrating that «there is no difference 
of nature» (in his second trinitarian formula). And when he 
talks of a «unity of nature» he seems rather to mean a c o m -
munity of nature». Then again, there is the long explanation to 
prove the «likeness» of the Son to the Father. 
We think that the implications of these passages can be cla-
rified if we keep in mind that St. Gregory is not writing with 
the Neonicene hypothesis in his mind. His opponent here is 
Eunomius, an extreme Arian, an Anomean. Consequently, Ortiz 
de Urbina's observation with respect to the Nicene Fathers 
(that their immediate intention was to prove the genuine divi-
nity of the Son, his unity not being put into question) can be 
applied perfectly to St. Gregory. We can also take into account 
Tixeront's admonition that the mystery cannot be throughly 
explained, the facets of the problem. Bethune-Baker's observa-
104. LNPF 5, 106; PG 45, 484A; GNO 2, 327, 21-22. 
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tion, that and so we should not be surprised if the analogies 
Gregory uses do not quite measure up to all physis will often 
be enough to express what the Cappadocians have in mind 
and that they are sparse in their use of ousia to refer to God 
because of their view that it is ineffable, is also applicable 
here. And finally, these passages and phrases have to be 
interpreted in the light of the unequivocal value of the passa-
ges where Gregory absolutely asserts the unity of God, unless 
we are willing to admit that Gregory is inconsistent with him-
self in the very same work. 
What then does Gregory mean when he says that there is 
«no difference in nature» or that there is a «community of 
nature» in the Blessed Trinity? It is evident that the intention 
here is simply to demostrate the genuiness of the Divinity of 
each of the three divine persons. This is the refutation called 
for by the Eunomian position in which the divinity of the Son 
is denied, not by saying that he is not God, in any way what-
soever, but that he is not God by nature. The numerical or 
the specific unity of God is" not the point in question because 
both Eunomius and Gregory agree that God is absolutely one. 
Besides, a numerical unity cannot be the logical conse-
quence of the analogies Gregory employs (we have already 
pointed out that the concept of generation can only arrive as 
far as demonstrating a community of nature), so that Gregory 
is merely being rigorous and consistent when he arrives at this 
conclusion in his arguments. 
The case is slightly different with regard to the demons-
tration of the divinity of the Holy Spirit from his divine acti-
vity. A community of nature is at once evident if both the 
Son and the Holy Spirit can be considered authors of actions 
which are equally divine (in the example he uses, it is crea-
tion and sanctification, both applicable to either Son or Holy 
Spirit). But in fact Gregory draws more conclusions without 
failing in logical rigor. The principle agere sequitur esse can 
indicate unity and not mere community if indeed the actions 
referred to are not just of the same kind, but is the very same 
action. And so he concludes that «every especially divine 
vision, every theophany, every word uttered in the Person of 
God (dx jiooodmov 8eov), is to be understood to refer to the 
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Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit» 1 0 5 . And if he does not 
capitalize on this conclusion to show the unity of God 1 0 6 but 
rather concludes from it the community of nature, it is because 
his immediate intention is to prove the genuiness of the Divi-
nity of the Holy Spirit. 
When Gregory seems to be satisfied with merely asserting 
the «likeness» of the Son to the Father on the basis of the 
natural generation, we must again keep in mind that he is refu-
ting the Anomean position which denies any real likeness bet-
ween the two, but only maintains a deceptive and superficial 
likeness. In fact, when Gregory ends his exposition on the kind 
of likeness existent between the Father and the Son, he will 
restate the doctrine of the unity of the two in unequivocal 
terms, with the addition that this unity involves a mystery: 
Look at the want of discrimination and circumspection, 
at the confused muddle of his statement, how he brings 
the mystery (XOU U ^ U O X T I Q I O U ) into ridicule, without 
understanding either what he says or what he is arguing 
about. For He Who has the Father in his entirety in 
Himself (6Xov i\(ov iv eauxcp), and is Himself in His 
entirety in the Father (XAI iv XCP JTAXOI 6 X 0 5 £<a) as 
Word and Wisdom and Power and Truth, as His 
express image (xaoaxxi)p) and brightness ( d j i a u Y a o u c i ) , 
Himself (6\ov i%(0\ iv eauxcp), and is Himself in His 
entirety in the Father (xai iv XCJI JTAXOI okoc, cov) as 
ness of certain other things discerned in the Father 
prior to Himself 1 0 7 . 
On the other hand, it seems that the use of the term ousia 
in the sense of essentia is inherent in the very nature of the 
new terminology that the Cappadocians introduce. That is to 
say, once the Cappadocian distinction is understood, one neces-
sarily has to understand ousia in the sense of essentia since it 
is now hypostasis which will stand for substantia (the indivi-
dual). But this movement has to be understood in the Cappado-
105. See footnote 88. 
106. He develops this more in Quod non sint tres dii (PG 45, 115-
136). 
107. LNPF 5, 125; PG 45, 541D; GNO 2, 382, 25 to 383, 5. In De 
paerfecta christiani forma (PG 46, 265B) Gregory explains how the terms cha-
racter and morphe show the Divinity of the Word. 
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cian way that is, it means a distinction of the common to the 
particular, and nothing more. In the case of creatures, this 
relation (ousia-hypostasis) involves a participation. But in God, 
as Gregory stresses in this very work, there is no participation. 
Thus, the unity of ousia in God is not understood as an abs-
tract unity, but a concrete unity though it be common. What 
the concept does introduce, and this again is a logical conse-
quence of the distinction, is the necessity of the multiplicity. 
«There is no concrete divine substance distinct from or prior to 
the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost» 1 0 8 . That is, once the 
mystery of the Blessed Trinity has been revealed, we must 
necessarily accept that each divine person (each individual) is 
God, the whole God, and yet there are not three Gods, but one 
God, perfectly united in himself. And this explains Gregory's 
statements speaking of the Son and the Father as «the whole in 
the whole» (6X00 £v 6X,cp). 
Thus the unity of ousia, the essential unity, in God, is not 
a merely specific unity because in God there is a unity of being 
(a real, not an abstract unity) in which the three divine persons 
do not participate but is the being. And once the distinction 
between ousia and hypostasis is accepted according to the Cap-
padocian definition, neither can it mean an absolute numerical 
unity, because the individual subsistent is the divine hypstasis. 
The ousia can no longer be understood as substantia (in the 
sense of subsistentia), but as essentia, that which is common to 
the individuals, with the special feature that in God, each indi-
vidual is the whole essentia» St. Gregory has received the faith 
in the Blessed Trinity without reducing it to Judaism (absolute 
numerical unity) nor to polytheism (merely specific unity), and 
he has tried to penetrate the mystery with the awareness that 
he will not comprehend it. 
III. CONCLUSIONS 
Our analysis of St. Gregory of Nyssa's theological method 
and elaboration as found in his Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii 
108. TlXERONT, J . , o.c, 83. 
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manifests that Gregory's starting point, in striking contrast 
with Eunomianism, is the rule of the Faith. His arguments are 
based on the Revelation, and his theological elaborations are 
spurred on by an effort to demonstrate that the doctrine of the 
Blessed Trinity is a truth of the Faith which in no way con-
tradicts naturally known truths. 
The harmony between Faith and Reason lies at the root of 
Gregory's concept of the analogical nature of our knowledge 
of God. From the orthodox position on the ineffability of the 
Divine ousia (elaborated from his exegesis of the first part of 
the Trinitarian formula) and God's infinite perfection, Gre-
gory utilizes the via negativa and the via emminentia, thus 
purifying those concepts represented by human words and uti-
lized by the Sacred Scriptures to refer to God. Thus, he does 
not end up degrading human reason or language in his «mysti-
cism of darkness». 
Concretely, he proposes a ratio convenientiae for the Tri-
nitarian formulation, which complements his conception of the 
Divine ineffability and which stresses the manifestatory cha-
racter of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, without falling into 
Sabellianism. That is to say, the terms which the Sacred 
Scriptures utilize to describe the Son and the Holy Spirit, 
when purified of its «corporeal sense», gives the human mind 
grounds for predicating perfections in God, which are identi-
fied with the divine essence by way of perfection. 
In order to safeguard the orthodox position on unity of 
nature and trinity of persons in God, against the two extre-
mes of Sabellianism and Arianism, Gregory clearly follows 
the Cappadocian line, in introducing a distinction between 
hypostasis and prosopon, in which hypostasis is seen to have 
an ontological status which makes it a real subject of the dis-
tinguishing characteristics. As a consequence of this distinc-
tion, the term ousia tends to be utilized in the sense of 
natura without, however, excluding its connotation of subs-
tantia but, in all probability, taking this latter meaning into 
account. 
Gregory's explanation of how the concept of generation 
can be applied to God, manifests his use of the principles of 
analogy in his theological elaboration. Thus, his generic con-
cept of «generation» implies nothing more than «to be from a 
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cause», i.e., a certain causality. According to him, the term is 
used in the Sacred Scriptures to refer to God, in four different 
ways. 
The concept of creative generation adds a «becoming» to 
the causality. The creation, being an act of God, requires no 
instrument or material and is therefore ex nihilo. Creative gene-
ration is not applicable to the Son nor to the Holy Spirit, as 
the terminus. Gregory also stresses, precisely in connection 
with his demonstration that the Son and the Holy Spirit cannot 
be the terminus, that the creative generation is free and is due 
solely to the goodness of God. 
The concept of natural generation, aside from causality 
(origin), stresses the community of nature between the principle 
and the terminus. This concept is applicable to the relationship 
between the Father and the Son (the Sacred Scriptures suggest 
and support this use), but this concept does not imply any 
subordination when applied to God. On the contrary, it 
demonstrates the divine nature of the Son. 
The purified concept of material efflux («to be from and to 
be with») according to Gregory's conception, implies not only a 
certain causality, but also unity. It is a concept which he 
applies to describe the relationship of the Son to the Father 
(this concept is also supported by scriptural usage) and to 
which he seems to resort to describe the relationship of the 
Holy Spirit to the Son. 
St. Gregory does not arrive at the purified concept of inte-
llectual generation, although he also resorts to it to describe 
the relationship of the Son to the Father. However, through the 
via emminentia, he adds the safeguard that the generated word 
needs to be susbsistent, thus making the concept apt for its sub-
sequent theological elaboration. 
Thus, he follows the line of his predecessors in the ortho-
dox homoousian tradition in the utilization of these images, but 
his treatment demonstrates a greater effort at abstraction in 
order to arrive at the purified conceptions applicable to God. 
He also distinguishes clearly between the Holy Spirit and the 
Son, and between the modes of origin of the two. There is an 
indication that he conceives the procession of the Holy Spirit 
according to the image of material efflux. 
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Finally, the Refutatio shows that Gregory conceives of a 
numerical unity in God, because each Divine Person does not 
participate of the Divine Essence, but is the Divine Essence. 
However, the Cappadocian distinction between ousia and 
hypostasis involving a movement of the term ousia from the 
particular to the common without necessarily introducing a 
movement from the concrete to the abstract, is manifested in 
Gregory's peculiar use of the terms in question and in his argu-
ments based on the «community of nature». 
APPENDIX 
HOW GREGORY USES THE TERM OUSIA 
Gregory of Nyssa's awareness and acceptance of the equi­
vocal use of ousia is reflected in his other works. In the Oratio 
catechetica magna (a.385), clearly a dogmatic and systematic 
work, we find Gregory utilizing ousia in various senses. With 
reference to God, he preferentially uses it in the sense of subs­
tantial being as opposed to merely abstract being. Thus, when 
proving the subsistence of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, he 
says: «But if, as David says, By the Word of the Lord were 
the heavens established, and their powers had their framing by 
His breath, then has the mystery of truth been confirmed, 
which instructs us to speak of a word (кбуом) as in essential 
being (iv ouoia) and a breath as in personality (xai jcveuixa 
ev йлоотаоЕ!,) 1. Here he uses ousia and hypostasis together, 
both of them meaning the subsistent being. 
Again to show that the Word of God, unlike human speech, 
is subsistent, he utilizes ousia: «Now in what has been pre­
viously said, the Word of God has been shown not to be this 
actual utterance of speech, of the possession of some science or 
art, but to be a power essentially and subsistently (dXXxx хат ' 
ouotav T I C , Ькеах&аа bvvaync,) existing, willing all good, and 
being possessed of strength to execute its will» 2 . 
On the other hand, he utilizes ousia in the sense of natura 
when speaking of men or created things. The passages need no 
commentary: 
For neither Reason, nor Understanding, nor Receptivity 
for Science, nor any other like quality proper to the 
1. LNPF 5, 478; Srawley, 19, 14. Srawley (o.e., 19) notes how Gregory 
here uses the two terms ousia and hypostasis as synonyms, and he gives the 
translation as «Teaching us to speak of a Word as in actual being and a spirit 
in subsistence)). 
2. LNPF 5, 479; Srawley, 21, 9. 
3. LNPF 5, 480; Srawley, 30, 10. 
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essence of man (6 xfjc, dv0QO)Jtivr|5 i8iov ouoiac, iaxi) 
is opposed to the principle of virtue. 3 . 
He (...) conjoined the intellectual to the sentient nature 
(Xoycp xf|v voeodv otjoiav), the new principle freely 
progressing to the extremities by natural consequence 4. 
It is the peculiar property of the essence of fire (iSiov 
¿0x1 xfjc, xov KVQOC, ouoiac,) to tend upwards 5 . 
In the De communibus... and the Quod non sint... (a. 375 
or 390), works of vital importance to the topic under discus-
sion, Bethune-Baker has pointed out how the term ousia has 
the meaning of substantia. In the case of the De Communi-
bus..., he points out how the phrase, «The Father (is) ousia, 
the Son (is) ousia, the Holy Spirit (is) ousia, and yet there are 
not three ousiai», cannot possibly be understood as natura *. 
In Quod non sint... Gregory mentions the basis for the exis-
tence of individual men: «Their nature is one (H 8fe qtvoic, uXa 
iaxiy) ... in its essence, being and continually remaining one 
(5jteQ ioxiv ev ouoa), inseparable even though it appear in plura-
lity, continuous, complete, and not divided with the individuals 
(exctoxov). who participate in it (xai xotc, nexexovoiv avxf\c,)» 7 . 
Thus, because the individual only participates in the common 
ousia, he is not ousia 8. 
On the other hand, the example he uses leaves the possi-
bility for an interpretation of ousia in the sense of natura, 
because the unity of the human ousia speaks more of an essen-
tial, rather than a substantial unity. And in the example of gold 
he utilizes, while it is true that «gold» indicates one substance, 
4. LNPF 5, 489; Srawley, 72, 1. 
5. LNPF 5, 494; Srawley, 92, 2. 
6. Bethune-Baker, o.c, 55. The phrase is found in PG 45, 177B. 
7. LNPF 5, 332; PG 45, 120 B. 
8. We are dealing here with «horizontal participation», following Balàs' dis-
tinction between «horizontal» (individuals to species) and «vertical» (creatures 
to God) participation. His observation is relevant here: «Concerning the termi-
nology it may be remarked that 1. Gregory often develops his doctrine of the 
unity of the nature or essence without the use of the terms of participation, 2. 
He uses both nexexeiv and xoivoveïv to express the sharing of the human 
nature, but uses only the second verb and the noun xoivwvîa to express the 
sharing of the one and Divine nature by the Divine persons» (BALAS, D., 
Metousia theou..., 139-140, note). 
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still, within an Aristotelian viewpoint, gold as such does not 
exist unless it be in coin or some other concrete thing. 
We can thus say that in these two works, it is clear that St. 
Gregory conceives of the unity of God as a numerical, substan-
tial unity, as a unity of being. However, he does not always 
use ousia in the sense of the concrete individual substance, but 
as that which is common which, in the case of the examples he 
uses, could be limited to a merely specific unity. Nevertheless, 
he does present the basis by which die numerical unity in God 
can be distinguished from the specific unity in creatures, in the 
idea of participation. 
In the case of the Refutatio Confessionis Eunomii, (a.383) 
we can observe a similar position. The unity of God is a unity 
of being. The statements related to the exegesis of Ioh 14, 10 
in which he speaks of the Son as «another self» (dXXov eaircdv) 
of the Father, of «the whole in the whole» (6X.oc, ev 6Xcp), are 
clear indications of this position. There are also statements 
where he denies «participation» in the Divinity: «For It does 
not perceive any other good outside itself, by participation 
(xatct u£Touoiav) in which It could acquire any accession» 
On the other hand, when he does use the term ousia to refer 
to the unity of God, and especially in the explanations he gives, it 
is still possible to interpret bis words in the sense of a specific 
unity. For example, in the Trinitarian formulas, he says that the 
one name (ev bl ovoua) indicates the unity of essence (tf|v 
evotT|ta xfjc; ouoiac,) But this too is true of the ousia man, in 
which there is only a specific unity. He even goes further. When 
explaining the unity of ousia, he resorts to the definition: 
For not even in the case of us who are born of one anot-
her is there any division of essence (ouoidc, 8iaioeaic,). 
The definition expressive of essence (xf\(; otioiac, 6 Xoyoc,) 
remains in its entirety in each, in him that begets and in 
him who is begotten (Yewf |oavTi). 1 0 
He is obsviously using ousia here in the sense of natura. 
9. LNPF 5, 102; PG 45, 472B; GNO 2, 316, 23-24. 
This phrase may refer to the Divinity as such, or to the Father or the Son. 
It probably refers to the Son, as we have seen in our analysis (Cfr. section on 
Coeternity and Unity). In any case, it refers to God. 
10. LNPF. 5, 120; PG 45, 525c; GNO 2, 368, 2-5. 
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It seems therefore, that he is aware of the two meanings of 
the term ousi'a, and that he utilizes them both. When he speaks 
of the ousia of God, he seems to conceive of it in the sense of 
a real concrete being. But it is sufficient for him to defend the 
unity of God utilizing the analogy of the unity of created ousia 
(specific unity: a being of reason in the aristotelian sense, the 
real being in the platonic sense). Now if one takes the unity of 
God as the point of departure (and this is the case in Gregory) 
a specific unity in God is enough to conclude a numerical 
unity. 
In addition, the use of ousia to designate the species has 
much to do with the distinction which the Cappadocians will 
introduce between the terms ousia and hypostasis (the common 
and the particular). But there is a difference between the Divine 
ousia and the created ousia. 
We have seen that St. Gregory explains the multiplicity of 
individuals on the basis of the doctrine of participation. That is, 
in the case of created beings, although there is one ousia, the 
individual is not the ousia because 1) it has individuating cha-
racteristics and 2) the individual participates of the one ousia. 
He thus presents the bases for a real multiplicity in creatures 
(although some of his statements may indicate a confusion of 
the logical and ontological orders, there is no indication that he 
denies the reality of the multiple individuals). That is to say, 
multiplicity within the specific unity is characterized by these 
two factors: participation and individuality. 
So it seems that he does not conceive of the unity of the 
Divine ousia as a specific unity. The Divine persons are not 
individuals of the species God, because they do not participate 
the Divine ousia, but are merely distinguished (individualized) 
by their proper characteristics (£5IOTT|C,) . 
And to the statement of Harnack that ousia received the 
meaning «halfway between the abstract 'subtance' and the con-
crete 'individual substance'», we can say that it is not «abs-
tractness» or «concreteness» which distinguishes between ousia 
and hypostasis. The distinction is between «community» and 
«individuality» which, in the case of God (and this is part of 
the mystery) does not imply a movement from the concrete to 
the abstract. 
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And while there are indications that Gregory undertands 
ousia as substantia when speaking of God. there are also indi-
cations that he uses it in the sense of natura, at least according 
to Tertullian's definition that «Substance is peculiar to each 
particular thing, nature however, can be common» 1 1 . But he 
uses it as natura only in the sense that it is common, not as 
participated, so that the common ousia God does not constitute 
a species, nor is it relegated to the abstract. And so the drift of 
many of the arguments of St. Gregory, at least in the Refutatio 
Confessionis Eunomii, is to speak of the community of nature, 
or the community of essence while at the same time stressing 
the indivisibility of the Divine unity in the Father, the Son, and 
the Holy Spirit. 
11. De anima, 32, PL 2, 704. 
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